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PREFACE

With the universal concern for environmental protection on the increase, more
attention is being given to the introduction of adequate legislation and institutitions
for preventing or controlling eoil degradation.
Thus, the purpose of this publication in to present a comparative analysis of soil
conservation legislation and institutiona to provide for the improvement or introduction
of national legislation in soil conservation.
(hile the publication is mainly concerned with soil conservation legislation, it
should be considered within the framework of problems relating to the national management,
development, and conservation of the soil as a natural resource. Legal and institutional
aspects of land, including soil conservation, contribute, together with other technical,
economic, financial, and social factors, an essential means of implementing policy
decisions for the development of land resources consistent with their conservation.

To be effective soil conservation legislation and institutions should be viewed within
the broader context of land use planning;
the purpose of which is to ensure a harmonious
and suitable allocation of land to varioue essential uses, such as agriculture, urban
planning, industrial and recreational development, and to ensure that these uses are
selected and carried on rationally in order to balance the concept of development with
that of conservation.
A well defined land use policy is required, and whenever such a policy is lacking,
rational land utilization and conservation may be retarded or misdirected.
Because of the impact soil conservation legislation may have on the management of
land resources, it ahould be considered within the bounds of land use policy. However,
legislation by itself does not constitute a panacea for solving all of the problema
connected with soil conservation and may be ineffective and inefficient if it ia not
complemented by institutions at the appropriate and required level (i.e z local, baein
national, regional, international).
This publication has been prepared by Yr. Lawrence Christy, a legal consultant,
and represents a joint endeavour of the Legislation Branch of the Legal Office and the
Soil Resources Development and Conservation Service of the Land and Water Development
Division.
Valuable ideas were contributed by these technical Divisione:
Forest Reaourcea, Agricultural Servicee, Economic Analysis, Plant Production
and Protection, and Animal Production and Health.
The publication aims at making a contribution to the study of the legal and
institutional aspects of soil conservation ao a meano of envtronmental protection.
Inasmuch aa it represents the first FAO study on thie eubject, comments are welcomed with
a view toward preparing a future edition.
Comments ehould be sent to: Chief, Legislation, Legal Office or to Chief, Soil Reaources
Development and Conservation Service, Land and Water Development Division.

INTRODUCTION

The general object of soil conservation legislation is to induce those whose
activities affect the soil to act in a manner that preserves its desired qualities to a
ereater extent than their normal manner of operation would do. Conservation is a
relative term, so one of the basic decisions antecedent to legislation is the determination
of the level of conservation to be practised. Partly the decision may be moral or
aesthetic, consisting in the concept of stewardship for n-tural resources which belong to
future generations as much as to the present. But conservation is also an economic
function.
In the usual case investments must be made or the maximum level of exploitation
foregone, at least initially. Even if the resource cost can be borne, the level of
adninietraticn required to induce the appropriate behaviour in all those responsible for
soil quality may be beyond national means. Wiee legislation must therefore reflect a
determination of what level of conservation a society can afford.

A.

DFYINITICNS

1.

Soil

Soil and water are almost inextricably joined in the production of plants, but this
study will not generally deal with water except as it involves a relatively permanent
change in soil quality.
The twO principal such relationships are the role of soil in the
storage of water and the effect of water in the erosion of soil. In general, the goals
of water management and soil conservation will coincide: one wishes to get the water into
the soil.
"Consequently, a soil that is in the ideal condition for water management is
automatically in ideal condition for soil conservation."
In succeeding sections,
this relationship between soil and water will be assumed without special mention.

1/

2/

"Soil is that part of the earth's crust that is penetrated 17 plant roots,"
and upon which the world depends for most of its food supply.
That zoil which is most
significant for conservation is the upper layer, containing nutrients, plant humus, and
microbiological activity.
Some topsoils are directly underlain by rock, so that
destruction of the surface renders the land useless. Other soils may have their more
desirable qualities in lower layers, so that some loss from the surface improves the land.
And very deep loessial soils are relatively uniform, so that soil loss does not destroy
productivity.
But even in the last case, topsoil contains the most valuable nutrients,
so its loss will at least temporarily reduce production. Fost soils will react
similarly.
The excentions illustrate the point that soil is a coTplex resource, of
different types (and uses) requiring different management.

3/

4/

2/

.1/ Helmut Kohnke & Anson R. Bertrand, Soil Conservation 235

(New York

1959).

Id. 27.

14./

See Food & Agrie. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion by Water: Some Yeasures for its
Control on Cultivate0 Lands 4 (Rome 1965); R. Burnell Held &Farion Clawson, Soil
Conservation in Perspective 21-23 (Baltimore 1965).
Kohnke & Bertrand, supra n.1, at 43.
See id. 42.

2.

Conservation

Conservation has been defined in various and conflicting ways according to the purpose
of thoae who have defined it.
"There are a great many people in favo 1r of
conservation no matter what it means."
What conservation means for soil is
complicated? the nature of the resource. In part, soil is a non-renewable or "stock"
resource. 8
The rate of geological fornation of new soil from rock is so slow that
lost soil is essentially irreplaceable. Soil also contains nutrients which can be depleted
and replaced. It has a structure that can be altered. These attributes are renewable
within limits.

6/

2/

Since even physical removal of coil can be reversed over sufficient time (although
not at a rate appreciable by people of finite life expectancy), a distinction between
permanent and reversible changes in soil quality is not quite accurate.
This paper will
instead distinguish between "depletion" and "impairment of basic productive capacity." 21
Depletion refers to the loss of qualities within the range of economic reversibility (one
could always transport topsoil to bare rock, thus reversing "irreparable" damage, but the
effort would be prohibitive). Impairment of basic productive capacity refers to
economically irreversible loss of soil qualities.
Soil conservation will be used to describe actions designed to prevent or retard
impairment of the soil. Without the limitation, conservation can be applied to any activity
designed to maintain or improve plant production, including irrigation, fertilization, and
the introduction of hybrid corn. 12/
These activities may contribute to soil
conservation, 11/ but they are principally designed to increase present agricultural
output.

Even under a system of conserving basic qualities, soil could suffer permanent damage.
The only physical measure of soil conservation is the geological rate of new soil formation.
Any faster exploitation implies that someday the soil will be entirely consumed. But the
geological rate of soil formation imposee a very low limit of exploitation which will
rarely be adhered to in practice. 12/
So as a relative term, conservation uill describe
practicee that maintain the soil at a higher standard than other types of management.
Conservation as an economic term implies the "greatest" total use of a resource. 21/
Etonomists define conservation ae a preeent investment that produces greater future
reeources. The economic problem is then to determine the relative costs of different
eystems of conservation of exploitation. The definition of "greatest" entails severe
difficulties because use may occur at different times.
Preserving soil quality often
prsents the cnoice between greatest present production, which impairs the soil, and a
lower rate of production that can be maintained indefinitely. The economic problem is to
compare a short period of high production with a long period of lower production, uhich
requires establishing a present value for future amounts. This is done on the basis of a
discount nr interest rate. At any intereet rato hove .,,arn there
he sn-,. prererence
ior pa-eaenc income.

*4/

21

22/
21/
12/

11/

See Anthony Scott, Natural Resources: The Economics of Conservation 16-22
TM-ronto 1955)
Id. 16 (quoting William H. Taft).
See S.V. Ciriacy-Wantrup, Resource Conservation - Economic° and Policies 42 (rev.
ed. Berkeley 1963): cf. Held & Clawson, supra n.3, at 9.
See Held .?4 Clawson, supra n.3, at 23-24.
Cf. id. 65-75
J.B. Peterson, The Relation of Soil Fertility to Scil Erosion, 19 J. Soil & Wat.
Conserv. 15 (1964)
See E.R. Swanson & C.E. Harshbarger, An Economic knalysis of Effects of SOil LOBO
on Crop Yields, 19 J. Soil and Wat. Conserv. 133 (1964)
But cf. Scott, supra n.6, at 17-19

---

Individual income preferences will not necessarily accord with socially desirable land
Part of the job of legislation is to alter the conditions of individual advantage so
that practices acceptable to the community will be preferred.
For this purpose, the
economics of individual land use must be understood. At the same time an understanding of
the social economics will allow the state to value the net cost of soil conservation
programmes against alternative investments.
use.

There are other values in soil conservation which cannot satisfactorily be subsumed
in an objective analysis of national choices. For example, the eventual degradation
of productive land into desert would be a catastrophe beyond the scale of more mundane
calculations of farm economics. Even less drastic diminuation of the environmental
possibilities of future generations is morally disturbing, whatever the balance sheet may
indicate. Such factors cannot be ignored merely because they cannot be given a number.
But they must be analysed separately so that a nation can take advantage of available
techniques for measuring those values that can be measured. Thus it may at least reduce
the sources of uncertainty in its policy making, even though it cannot thereby abdicate
the responsibility for deciding.
This publication is designed to illuminate the problems of soil conservation for tht
developing countries, where low production and a shortage of investment capital compel
consideration of the economice of public programmes. Other important values are inherently
difficult to analyse, and they are so much a function of subjective choice that even the
opinions of experts tend toward personal preferehce. Therefore, the economic definition
as well as the physical aspects of soil conservation will be conaidered in the following
chapters.

B.

PARAIIETERS OF LEGISLATION

Legislating an "economic" level of soil conservation occurs in a specific national
Techniques which require aubstantial alterations in existing farm practice
cannot be introduced if a trained farmer education staff does not exist.
Eroding land
cannot easily be converted to pasture if there is no market for animal products. Where
tenancy arrangements give the landuser no interest in its preservation, inducing him to
conserve the soil is unusually difficult. Even in the absence of such structural problems,
conservation is a very complex goal.
context.

Land unes that appear currently desirable may conflict with future needs that arc
not easy to foreaee. Even presently, preserving one resource may increase pressure for
the exploitation of others. 2A/
Balancing the claims of different resources and time
periods will depend in each country upon the total natural resources, the types of uses,
and the financial and administrative strength of the state.
No general rule can define
the place of soil conservation among so many local variations.

1A/

Cf. Food
Agrie. Org. of the U.N., Soil Conservation
77 (washincton 1948).

An International Study

SOIL rPAIR4FNT AND ITS FREVENTICN

Soil conservation policy depends upon the types of soil damage that occur, upon the
technical means for preventing or repairing the damage, and upon the value and uses of the
threatened soil. Soil is subject to relatively permanent impairment from a variety of
causes, but the greatest loss occurs through erosion.
And the most important site
of erosion is on cropland, which may occupy the best soils and produces the most valuable
yields.

1/

A.

EROSION OF ARABLE LAND

The action of wind or water on unprotected soil detaches soil particles and removes
them downhill or downwind, permanently.
Erosion may occur naturally at a tolerable
rate,
but clearing land for crops has accelerated the process, A/ removing topsoil
faster than it can be formed. Here "erosion" will be used to describe accelerated erosion
caused by human activity. Such erosical is importantly associated with crops because they
expose the land surface more directly to the damaging effects of weather than other uses
normally do. The pressure for land makes cropland degradation especially important,
because agriculture is forced to expand into highly erosible areas.

1/

1.

2/

Water Erosion

V

The most important cause of soil erosion is the action of water.
Under
sufficiently intense rainfall or rapid flow of surface water, sotl particles are detached
from the land. Erosion occurs when the detached particles are transported from their
which in turn requires
original position. This requires a sufficient flow of water,
a rate of rainfall exceeding the rate of infiltration into the soil.
The excess
flows at a rate that increases with the steepness and length of the slope.
The
increase of velocity on a longer slope, due to the accumulation of runoff :rom uphill
portions, may produce a soil loss of approximately half again as much when the slope length
is doubled. 21

6/

2/

2/

jFood & Agrio. Org. of the U.N., Soil Conservation - An International Study 77

3/

'4/

2/

(Washington 1948).
See X.F. Baumgardner, et al., The Argentine Situation Erosion - A National Hazard,
nriservation - An Urvnt Need, in First Pan Am. Soil Conserv. Gong., Pro. 93, at 95
(Sao Paulo, n.d. L196b/).
Helmut Kohnke & Anson R. Bertrand, Soil Conservation 50 (New York 1959).
Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion by Water: Some Measures for its Control
on Cultivated Lands 22 (Rome 1965).
Cf. Richard C. Haw, The Conservation of Natural Resources 35-36 (London 1959).
Compare FAO, Water, supra n.4, at 43, with Kohnke & Bertrand, supra n.3, at 51.
But see FAO, supra, at 37.
FAO, Water, supra n.4, at 23.
Id. 37, 40. --"-Kohnke & Bertrand, supra n.3, at 103-04.

Three obvious means exist for reducing the erosiveness of water. The soil can be
protected from tha force of water, the length and steepness of the slope can be reduced,
and the effective rate of water infiltration can be increased.
Some specific measures
do -lore than one of these. Because action against erosion will be directed to altering
the effects of water, soil conservation practices will also affect water conservation.
In general the goal of both programmes will be to get as much rainwater as possible into
the soil. Some measures combat soil erosion but reduce the amount of water usable for
crops.
Normally, however, soil and water conaervation are complementary activities.
The technical means of controlling erosion by water are numeroue, and their
variations almost infinite. The basic reaeon for such variety is that the appropriateness
of a particular practice depende upon the soil, climate, crops grown and the ability of
the farmer to adopt new techniques. Permeable clay soil may require no treatment under
conditions where sandy soil would erode badly without extensive precautionary practices.
And the same aoil on the sane elope requires different levels of protection according
to the intensity and duration of rainfall.
Before a conservation regimen can be
recommended on technical grounds, significant investigation of local conditions is required.
All technically appropriate soil conservation practices are not necessarily feasible
for the actual land user. Some meaeures, such as contour cultivation, 22/ are relatively
simple to inetall and increase crop yields as well as protect the soil. But others require
heavy equipment (broadbaeed terraces) or remove land from production of the most profitable
crops (strip cropping and other rotation practices.) Even the eimplest practices may
require some technical assistance and persuasion before the farmer will adopt them. Nonetheless, traditional farmers have been building elaborate bench terraces for thousands of
years because the local conditions justified the effort and made the need obvious. Before
a soil conservation advisor can recommend any particular practice, he must understand the
charsoteristics of the land users, as well as the peculiaritiee of soil and climate which
determine the usefulness of a technique.

2.

Wind Erosion

Soil erosion by wind usually occurs in different climatic areas than erosion by water,
but many of the same practices are effective against both.
Water conserving measures
are obviously helpful in the management of dry land. Wind erosion also requires some
unique countermeasures, and adaptation of othere may render them ineffective against water
erosion.

21/

Wind erosion occurs when the soil ie loose, dry And fine, the surface is relatively
smooth and bare, the field is sufficiently larpe, and the wind is strong enough to
initiate soil movement. 12/
At some point near the surface , wind velocity will be
zero.
Above this is a layer of smooth flow, and above that an area of turbulent air Clow.
It is the turbulent air which causes soil particles to move.
7he particles themselves,
once movement is initiated, abrade the surface and magnify the effect of wind, a process
known as avalanching. 13/

12/
22/

12/

Describes the practice whereby plant rows and tillage lines are placed at right anglee
to the surface water flow.
E.g., contour plowing may be used against wind, but then the rows must be perpendicular
to the predominant wind direction. If winds blow across the slooe, the furrows would
form up and down hill channel° which would concentrate the force of runoff.
Food & Agrie. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion. by 'And and easures for its Control
on Azricultural Lands 3 (Rome 1960).

ly Id. 3-12.

The obvious solution to wind erosion is to maintain a sur:ace which cannot be moved
by wind. Plant cover would offer complete protection.
But where this is impractical,
the soil must be worked to create large particles and a rough surface. The smallest
possible field size is desirable to prevent avalanching.
And the force of the wind can
be lessened by barriert of various kinds.
One of the greatest difficulty experienced
in combatting wind erosion is that cover crops and other vegetative wind barriers often
compete with the principal crop for scarce water.
Some places lack sufficient water
to aupport a tree barrier alone. 14/
Practices designed to prevent wind erosion must
therefore be carefully planned on the basis of accurate knowledge of rainfall and groundwater behaviour and of the water needs of any vegetation to be employed.

B.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF FOREST AND GRAZING LAND

Forest and grazing lands possess characteristics which create special conservation
problems. Although it is convenient to treat forest and range as separate topics, it
should be remembered that erosion damage remains the eventual result of over or mis-use of
the soils.

1.

Forest

Forested areas areimportant both for the timber they contain and for their vital role
in water catchment. Appropriate soil is neceasary for both of these functions. Trees
are often the only means by which forest soil can be protected. They reduce the effect
of wind and rain, while fallen organic matter protects the surface and improves the
fertility and water capacity of the soil as it is incorporated. 12/
Some forest soil
ie an exceptionally thin layer tnat cannot be maintained except under forest cover. 16/
Tropical forest soil may be low in nutrients and susceptible to hardening when exposed to
sunlight. Only the fact that vegetation stores most of the nutrients of the system and
provides shade for the soil allows it to be productive. 12/
In these cases, cutting
must proceed with care, and permanent clearing may be disastrous. In any event forest
clearing involve° the establishment of a new biological regime. It must not be done
recklessly. 18/
A special problem of forest exploitation is shifting cultivation, a foro of
agriculture with a short cropping phase and a long fallow period. Usually the fallow
period is a time of foreetation, the growth of which is cleared for the next cropping
cycle.
The continuanoe of shifting cultivation as population increases prevents the full
process of forest restoration. The loes of nutrients, erosion of the soil, and

24/

Id. 24.
Soil Conservation, supra n.1, 55-60.
See e.g., Food & Agric. WF.---of the U.N., Mediterranean Development Project - Syria
TO:an1-175 Report, c.3, at 33 (Rome 1959)FAO, Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 114-17.
12 See Roy D. Hockensmith, Soil Surveys for Planning Economic Development, Pan Am. Cong.,
supra n.2, at 301, 305.

1i/ Mo,

12

1i/

--

deterioration of soil structure are not safficiently repaired by the next time the land
is cleared. Consequently yields are lower and soil damage greater. 12/
The end result
can be permanent destruction of the forest. 22/
Shifting cultivation in eesentially a primitive method of fertilization. Where
yields can be maintained through chemical or manure fertilizers, the abandonment of cleared
plots ie not so necessary (although soils which deteriorate structurally under tillage
must be handled epecially to prevent long term damage). A grass fallow eyetem, with
suitable cooperation between cultivators and graziers, can maintain desirable soil
structure and provide a good source of manure. 21/
Rotations designed to maintain
maximum fertility have also demonstrated their value. 22/

2.

Range

Grazing may take place on farms or in forests as well as on range, but it presenta
distinct problems from other activities with which it may share physical proximity. The
dominant problem of grazing is overgrazing (although understocking can lower range quality
because animals can concentrate on the best grasses, allowing less desirable varieties to
take over).124/
Ranges in developing countries are a third more crowded than in the
developed wor , so it is in these areas that the problem is most severe. The severity is
enhanced by the encroachment of cultivation onto range areas, further crowding those
remaining. 21,/
Even without ehrinkage of range areas, overgrazing is a progressive
phenomenon.
s the animale grow less productive there is a tendency to increase stocks,
despite the fact that the range has even less capacity than before. 26/
As the desirable
grasses are depleted, progressively omnivorous animals are introduced, ending with goats,
who can eat practically anything (including young trees), browse too close for regrowth,
and whose small hooves are especially effective in breaking aown soil structure.
The end result of overgrazing is almost bare land and devastating erosion. 22/

2//

12/
22/

21/
22/

See Rend L. Ambroise, Rapport au Gouvernement du Mali sur la Conservation du Sol 3
TA7me 1969); FAO, Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 42, 117; A.J. Kerr, Shifting
Cultivation, in Conf. on Middle 2ast Agric. Devel; Pro. 102, 103-04 (!Uddle East Supply

Centre Agric.7ep. No. 6, 1944).
Cf. Conserv. Fdn. & Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion Survey of Latin
America (pt. 2), 9 J. Soil & Wat. Conserv. 214, 215 (1954).
PAO. Soil Conservation, supra, n.1, at 112-13; Kerr, supra n.19, at 104-05.

FAO, Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 118-23.
See .:enerally F. Jurion & J. Henry,
De 1'17;;-iculture Itinerante l l'Agriculture Intensifide (Bruxelles 1967).
21/ Haw, supra n.5, at 40.
21/ Ralph W. Phillips, Animal Agriculture in the Eherging Nations, Agricultural
Sciences for the Developing Nations 15, 20 (A. )Ioseman ed., Washington 1964).
Soil Conservation, su re. n.1, at 111.
/ See,
Muhammad Rafi, Lrosion Control and Soil Conservation in the Northern
leFAO,
U3rands of West Pakistan, in Sympos. on Soil Erosion & Its control in the Arid
& SemiArid Zonea, Pro. 271, 282 (Karachi 1957); cf. FAO, Soil Conservation,
supra n.1, at 58.
7A0, Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 57;
cf. Cyprus Min. Agric. & Nat. Resources,
771.7est Depot, Jt. SubComm'n on Mediterranean Forestry Problems, 10th Seas.,
Country Rep.
Republic of Cyprus, pt. 2, at 4 (1968j.
28/ FAO, Wind, supra n.12, at 60.

els.,

Ter

It is done
Another significant pource of range problems is the practice of burning.
to clear brush, and to eliminate old grasses, providing better forage on the tender new
growth. Burning creates serious erosion problema on slopes because it bares the ground
In fact burned mountain areas can slide
usually just at the onset of the rains. 22/
Some soils of high iron content ray be irreversibly hardened
even without rain. 32/
On the other hand burning does have advantages, eopecially
if burning is practised. 11/
Haying would assure renewal of tender
in curtailing the growth of woody species. 12/
grasses, but it requires the complex adjustment of all grazing control. 31/

C.

OTHER PROBLEMS

Soil conservation ie generally uoed exclunively to indicate notion directed against
erosion. Since erosion is the most significant source of soil degradation, it is almost
the only recipient of legislative attention. There are, however, other types of soil
damage. This paper will not emphasize them because of their lesser total importance and
But where
because of the paucity of legislative experience in developing countries.

other problems are well in hand, the lesser or more distant threats to aoil quality are
appropriate subjects for action.

1.

Agricultural

Modern agriculture involves the application of various substanceu at least indirectly
to the °oil. The most natural one is water. However, even the beat irrigation water
may contain salts. Evaporation increases the salt content of the groundwater, eventually
to a point where action must be taken to prevent crop damage. The common solution ia to
apply water in excess of crop needs. With good soil drainage this will carry away excess
salt. 11/
But where drainage is inadequate, the excess water will raise the water table
and capillary action will '-ring water and salta to the surface. "This results in an
In
accumulation of soluble salto at or near the aurface and trouble will ensue." 31/
short, the crop will suffer damage. Even without irrigation, salinization can result from
clearing natural growth and introducing vegetation which uses less water.
Improved
drainage, and land treatment, both of which are expensive, can reduce the danger of

1Y

224

12/

11/
12/

FAO, Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 53, 111.
B.H. Payne, The Importance of Restoration in Upland Watershed Fanagement,
Pan Am. Cong., supra n.2, at 535, 539.
FAO, Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 113.
See A.J. Semple, Grassland Improvement 214-24 (London 1970) (purvey of uses of burning).
Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 111.
M.R. Lewis, Protection of Arable Land from _Soil Alkali, Pan Am. Cong., supra n.2,
at 007, 208;
cf. H.B. Peterson, et al., Irrigation Eeficiency, Leaching (oe salta)
and Water Conservation Interactions, id. 731
_tewis, supra , at 203.
FAO, Water, supra n.4, app. 2, at 209-10

11/ MT,
11/

salinization, but the real solution is to select more suitable land for irrigation. El
:he general excess of land over water to irrigate it with makes the choice possible,
although land classification does involve rather complex predictions of physical and
biological behaviour. Nonetheless, land should be classified before irrigation is undertaken.
Legislation authorizing irrigation phoulc require a technical report on suitability
before allowing a project to proceed. ]:L5/

Various pesticides and even fertilizers are euspected of causing soil impairment,
although in most cases it is not permanent.
Fertilizer build-up in soils is possible, but
there is no evidence of significant concentrations or damage (water contamination is
beyond the acope of this publication). 12/
Phosphates are sometimes a source of uranium,
but in very low concentrationu. 42/
Where concentrations of fertilizer elements in
crops are not presently significant, the state may simply monitor the situation.
If
important dangers should arise, residue tolerances could be preecribed to control specific
uses of suspect products. Although the enforcement oí' DDT tolerances is most familiar, the
same approach is generally applicable to any other product which leaves traces in or on the
crop.

42/

The effects of pesticides tend toward more noticeable results than fertilizer. Some
apple orchards sprayed with arsenic compounds in the 1930's were reported still
unproductive in 1967. 42/
In the early days of incecticide use, the persistence of
the chemicals was counted a virtue. It reduced the need for subsequent applications and
it was not believed that plants absorbed the chemicals. But now it is clear that plants
do absorb certain of the persistent insecticides. The spraying of orchards with DDT has
produced some high local concentrations, which subsequent root and fodder crops can
introduce into the food chain. Such dangerous contamination is relatively permanent
because DDT degrade relatively slowly. Consequently, these concentrations may build up
with repeated applications until they are picked up by plants or surface runoff.
43/

Other pesticides affect plant grovth. 44/
Herbicides naturally damage plant
life, but inherently the evidence is immediately apparent. "Buildup of herbicide
residues of major significance in surface soils is unlikely," but it cannot be said what
happens in subsoils. 42/
Even though the immediate effects of herbicides are visible,
damage to later crops can result from excessive applications or from the unexpected
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See John T. naletic, Land Classification Survey as Related to the Selection of
T73:irable Lands, Pan A. Cong., supra n.2, at 1033.
3$/ Cf. Kenya Water Act g 45, Laws oTriya c.372 (rev. ed. 1962); 43 U.S.C. g 412

7964).

22/ Cf. George E. Smith, Fertilizer Nutrients as Contaminantn in Water Sunplies,
Agriculture and the Quality of our Environment 173 (N. Brady ed., Washington 1967);
Roy S. Raunchkolb, Land Degradation (FAO Soils Bull. No. 13, Rome 1971);
Perry R. Stout .5: R.G. Burau, The Extent ani Significance of Fertilizer Buildup
in Soils as Revealed by Vertical Distributions of-Nitrogenous Fatter between Soils
and Underlying Water Reservoirs, id.
42/ J.V. Lagerwerf, Heavy-Vetal Contamination of Soils, id. 343, at 357; Rau3chkelb, supra.
Sea etc., New Zealand Health Act 1956; Agricultural Chemicals Act (No. 5 of 1959).
42/T. . aiets, The Extent and Seriousness of Pesticide Buildup in Soils,

41/
A2/

Agrie.

QaalitY, ,(31410ra n.39, at 311,

319.

See id. 311-219
Cf. Richard Bertha, et al., Stability and Effects of Some Pesticides in Soil,
15 Applied Microbiol7E-67 (1967).
Sheets, supra n.42, at 322.

suaceptibility of more sensitive plants.'16/
The poasibilities and persistence of
such damage suggest that herbicides should not be made available to unt,ttored farmers
without careful controls.
Fungicides may present dangers because of concentrations of copper and mercury.
Mercury is not generally dangerous except in greenhouses, but excessive copper is
poisonous to plante. And its toxicity is increased with acidity, which is commonly
supplied in phosphate and nitrogen fertilizer.
Treatment for metal contamination
is not simple, and the wrong cure for the plant and soil affected can orten make the
condition worse.

E/

That pesticides may harm the soil does not imply that they should no longer be used
since most common pesticides appear not to have permanent effects.
Even those with great
persistence have value. In practice it is nations that decide which pesticides to allow
and which to forbid. At the least, they must carefully consider the national advantage
and loss in the use of each product.

2.

Nonagricultural

Nonagricultural activities often act on the soil, although soil conaervation laws
do not deal with them. Strip..mining presents a particularly visible form of land
degradation. The soil ie removed from the coal sean and deposited in great mounds. The
spoil banks, as they are called, are often toxic, and they are always too rough for
farming. They are highly erosive, and runoff of both sediment and acid can ruin downslope
streame. Nonetheless, stripped land is not useless.
Recreational lakes foro where the
spoil is not too acid, L12/ and in humid areas the soil will generally revegetate. 22/
But spoil banks can still represent a permanent soil loes. Various American states have
attempted to regulate the effects of strip mining by requiring reclamation of spoil
banks. 22/
A bond of from
100 to 3 1000 per acre is required before stripping is
allowed. 22/ One state found that even with a bond worth more than the average value of
land in the state, 21/ operators did not reclaim either the land or their money. 21/
The bonding requirement has since been increased, 22/ thus forcing reclamation at a
cost in excess of the reeulting land value.

46/
AL/
/12/

22/
22/

22/
23/
22/

See O.C. Burnside, et al., Herbicide Longevity in Nebraska Soils, 13 Weeds
Sheete, supra n.42, at 320-21.
Lagerderf, swum n.40, at 346-347, 352.

77 (1965);

277,

Id. 358, passim..

John L. Roseberry &
Klimstra, Recreational Activities on Illinois Strip-.
Yined Lands, 19 J. Soil & Wat. Conserv. 107, 109 (1964).
Kohnke & Bertrand, supra n.3, at 256; cf. L.E. Sawyer, Mined Area Restoration
in Indiana. 17 J. Soil & Wat. Conserv:75 (1962).
T.E. Schesaler & Richard F. Droege, Strip-Mine Reclamation: A_21122_1, 20 J. Soil
& Wat. Conserv. 17, 20 (1965)i see Robert G. Meinere, Strip giaPg7Legislation,
3 Nat. Resources J. 442 (1964).
Scheesler & Droege, supra, at 20.
The average value of Pennsylvania farmland in 1964 was 3 222 per acre. H. Allan
Schmid, Converting Land from Rural to Urban Uses 91 (Baltimore 1968).
William F. Schulz, Conservation Law and Administration - A Case Study of Law and
Resource Use in Pennsylvania 448-54 (New York 1953).
Compare id. with einers, supra n.51, at 463-66, and Schessler & Droege, supra
n.51, at 20.

Other forms of soil contamination occur through the deposit of various heavy metals.
In agricultural areas, radioactive metals do not pose a serious threat at present. 16/
But the lead emitted with automobile exhaust is heavily deposited in road side soils.
It does not appear to be translocated by plants above the roots, but concentrations are
Zinc smelting seems to produce nearby soil
becoming larger every year.
Both roads and smelters have
concentrations with plant damage as a byproduct.
certain economic value, and again regulation of byproducts is a question of the soil value
against the benefits of the activity.

II/

2/

Another cause of soil loss is the urbanisation of farming land. Because of the
relatively low significance of raw land costs in total real estate values, 12/ building
lots can be created fro:1 good farrland or desert without eignificant effect on the
selling price. Often planning considerations are dominant in attempts to conserve farmland on the urban fringe, but serious problems of soil valuation are also involved.
Several states in the United States have enacted tax laws which assess Varo property at
its value for farmland if certain agreements to keep it under cultivation are made. 62/
But such blanket treatment does not discriminate between excellent and marginal cropland,
except to the extent that marginal farmers, who already have greater incentive to sell,
might occupy the least suitable farmland. 61/
There are other threats to coil, but most of them are relatively unimportant. In
fact, next to the problems of erosion, salinity and alkalinity, deforestation, and
uncontrolled grazing, all other soil problems pale in developing countries dependent upon
agriculture for economic progress. The difficult economic, social, and therefore
Since
legislative questions arise in connection with basic agricultural practices.
legiolation so far concentrates on them, the present discussion will not emphasize the
other problems.

16/

61/

R.F. Reitemeier & Hal Hollister, The Extent and Significance of Soil Contamination
with Radionucleides, Agric. & Quality, supra n.39, at 269
tagerwerf, supra n.40, at 353-56.
Id. 347.
See Schmid, supra n.53.
William H. eneberry, Taxes Affect Land Use in Urban-Fringe Areas, 17 J. Soil
& Wat. Conserv. 107 (1962); J. -Herbert Snyder, Land Use Caoability - A Basis for
Prime Agricultural Land Conservation in California, Pan Am. Cong., supra n.2,
at 1045; cf. Frederick K. Nunns, Hawaii Pioneers with a New Zoning Law, 17 J.
Soil & Wat. Conserv. 104 (1962).
FAO.
Israel more positively attempts to keep urbanization from the beet farmland.
See
also
Yugoslavia
Act
Relating
to
the
Water, supra n.4, app.4, at 215.
Exploitation of Agricultural Land, 19 Oct..1959, arts. 2, 51-52, 8 Food &
Agrie. Leg. No. 4 (1959)

SOIL CONSERVATION POLICY

Agriculture, forestry, and grazing are all primarily economic Activities, even for
landusers not participating in a cash economy. Legislation which affects the level of
conservation with which these activities are conducted will therefore also affect the
The state's power to compel is limited by the individual's
livelihood of the actora.
determination to get an adequate income. Attempts to disregard this limitation produce
undesirable conflicts between government and populace, and the difficulty of enforcement
can outweigh the benefits intended. An understanding of the position of the individual
At the sane time, the
resource ueer should prevent such selfdefeating legislation.
state can utilise the fact that individual and social economics will not always coincide.
It can exploit opportunities to alter individual positions in a manner that will induce
or allow a socially optimal level of conservation.

A.

THE

Ecocric

BASIS OF SOIL CONSERVATION PCLICY

Coneervation implies an alteration in economic distribution between different times
and different members of society. At the individual level the most important
distribution affected will be intertemporal. There are activitiee that preserve soil
qualities at no coat, or at least at no net cost over a short term. In some cases contour
farming will be an example. The cost is not much greater than cultivation on the slope
But normally
and yields may be greater immediately because of better water retention.
the cost of conservation must be paid either through investments in construction and more
costly practices or through lower initial yields. To determine the profitability of
conservation the land user must be able to value current costs or loss of income againet
future greater income. An intelligent determination requires an understanding of the
concept of interest.

2/

1.

Interest

In a perfect capital market, any resource user may choose either to consume his
resource presently, or to postpone use and enjoy the same income through borrowing (or
If he postpones
foregoing alternative investment) at the "going rate of interest."

2/

j,!

?4

Agric. Org. of the U.N., Soil Conservation

An International Study

96 (Washington 1948); cf. United States Bur. Agric. ¿con., Possible Effects
of Conservational Land Use on Production in the Corn Belt and Lake States 37

1/

(Washington 190)
Anthony Scott, Natural Resources

The Fconomics of Conservation 6 (Toronto

1955).

consumption, he will value the postponed income at its expected future value discounted at
If we aesume a rate of five per cent, a dollar today would be equivalent
the interest rate.
to 3 1.05 next year. Therefore a unit of consmption enjoyed now would be the equivalent
of 1.05 unite of consumption enjoyed in a year.
The process aleo operates in reverse. A
unit of cost incurred today would be equivalent to 1.05 units a year later. Because the
interest is compounded, a time is eventually reached that would require enormous future
income to outweigh present income possibilities. This point is especially important in
soil conservation, because the loss of productive capacity envisaged may be quite distant
in time. (In one mountainous area FAO has predicted that growing wheat on extremely thin
soil would be possible for twenty years.) 3/
Therefore, the future gains of a
conservational over an exploitative land use system must be proportionately high to offset
present investment. And it will be seen that the higher the interest rate, the greater
Professor Bunce explains the same
will be the rate at which future income is discounted.
phenomenon in terms of capital value. If the rental value (value of income attributable to
the land) of land is capitalized, lower interest rates will produce a greater land value,
Continuing the
so the loes of productive capacity will represent a greater monetary lose.
explanation, he states that it will be "economic to conserve the soil when the capital lose
in land value due to the permanent reduction of the productivity of the land equals the
gain in annual income resulting from exploitation." 4/
Economic system° alone (although their consideration is necessary) are not sufficient
to ensure the "best" development, use, and conservation of natural resources, notably
While the "diecounted preeent value" concept takes care of part of this concern,
land.
it is not entirely adequate in view of today'e concern for ecological, social, and huran
values.

The theory of interest is complicated in practice by distortions in the capital market
and by the indivdual's need to innure against unacceptable losees. The individual
discount rate may be quite low if alternative inveetments have low yields. But a small
Rather he may be a
farmer may not be in the position to make alternative investments.
chronic debtor, paying extremely high interest. In that case, additional coste or
reduced income would raise hie level of borrowing, and the return from a coneervational
One cannot state
system of farming would have to be as high as the cost of money to him.
a general individual discount rate, but one can and must be aware that it might be
coneiderably higher than the "gping rate".

V

A conservation programme will only be economical when the discounted future profit
If only this standard is used, the individual
equals or exceeds present costs.
profitability of soil coneervation may be problematic. Some authorities have concluded
Others find that gaine may be marginal.2/
that"conservation pays" in the general case.
The soil conservation programme in the United Statee has raised total output, and its
activities have encompassed good farm management as well as conservation in a strict
sesee.
Therefore it is sometimes difficult to identify the effects of purely
conservational practices.
And in eome cases the recommended soil programme may result in

6/

8/

A/
i/

8/

Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., Mediterranean Development Project - Syria Country
Report, c.3, at 33 (Rome 1959).
Arthur C. Bunce, The Economics of Soil Conservation 83 (Ames, Iowa 1945).
See Scott, supra n.2, at 8-9.
See Helmut Kohnke & Anson R. Bertrand, Soil Conservation 269-70 (New York 1959).
Milton R. Gertsch, Conservation of Agricultural Resources by Orderly ProCitable
Exploitation, in First Pan Am. Soil Conserv..Cong., Pro. 941. 944 (Sao Paulo, n.d.
19 b.../); R. Burnell Held & Marion Claws,m, Soil Connervation in Perspective 261,
265-73 (Baltimore 1965).
Held & Clawuon, supra, 69-75.

reduced total yields of some crops.

2/

Risk
Even if a conEervational pattern of land use is economical when all valuee are
discounted, the risk may induce the individual to make such further discount that
exploitation continues. Strictly, risk is merely a meaeure of the probability of
expectatione maturing, and it ehould be accounted for in estimating the probable returns
from an investment. But in fact people seen to discount by an additional factor which
As the period increases, so do uncertainties, and
is usually assigned to risk. 12/
a correspondingly greater discount will be made for risk, until finally future profits
will be discounted to nothing becauee of the uncertainty of their occurence. This period
may in fact be quite short : "Generally speaking, a farmer muet be able to anticipate
economic gaine within five or ten years if he is to adopt a soil-conservation measure." 11/
The poorer a land user is, the higher he must rate riak. In traditional farming, where
the level of income is so close to the bare subsistence level, almoet any risk of lose is
intolerable. 12/
Increases in debt might be possible, but would bring with them the
risk of permanent income loss if future income were not certain to exceed present income
Even among richer larmere, "if the conservation plan does
plus additional interest coste.
not provide an acceptable level of living, exploitation will probably be reintroduced
Temporary periods of
whenever it will yield even a small increase in net income."13/
substandnrd income could be compensated with loans, but too great a debt load increases
the rink that the entire living could be loet through foreclosure. Commercial lender:3
force recognition of this by refusing to lend to the full value of farm property. The
alternative is then limited to "borrowine' agninet the capital value of the soil by
exploitative farming.

Lack of Knowledge

The assumption of rational behaviour by the land user is limited according to hic
perception. A programme to combat eroeion could accord with the farmer'e time and risk
discount, and yet fail to be adopted because of his unawareness that erosion wae
occuring, that anything could be done about it, or that it would be beneficial to him to
do it.
Farmers have been unaware that sheet erosion was occuring 14/, and even those who
There is ample evidence of low yields
knew often underestimated ito seriousness.
Determining
and soil impairment because of farmers' ignorance of better methods. 16/
if conservation would be economic may recruire "a complete farm budget analysis," which
"few farmers have the neceeeary facto to make." 12/
Indeed, even conservation experts

/2/

2/

Id. 261; see Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion by Wind and Feasuree
TcTr ite Control on Agricultural Lands 69, 75-7780-81 (kome 1960).
12/ See Scott, supra n.2, at 78-82.
11/ Kohnke & Bertrand, suera n.6, at 265.
12/ Theodore W. Schultz, Trancforming Traditional Arriculture 167 (New Haven 1964).
13/ Bunce, supra n.4, at 160; see FAO, Soil Conuervation, supra n.1, at 18, 20-21.
It is the most
E./ Sheet eroeion is the ranoval of a thin, uniform layer of soil.
widespread type of eronion. Kohnke & Bertrand, supra n.6, at 51.
Held & Clawson, supra n.7, at 254-55.
Scott, supra n.2, at 76-76.
12/ Bunce, supra n.4, at 109.
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Elc.,

do not find it eaey to measure the effects of come individual practice°.

4.

18/

Social economics

Conservation practices that are not economic, - or not perceived as economic - to
Government intervention can reduce
individuals may be highly economic to society.
individual risk, eliminate anomolies in the capital market, and provide informational
services. Governments can also alter situations where the coste of exploitation or the
benefit(' of conservation do not accrue to the land user (for example where a tenant is
unaffected by the improvement or deterioration of the land he farme).

Government programmes to encourage private soil conservation can be quite expensive
(programmes of soil conservation cost an average of $ 683,000,000 per year in the United
Therefore it is worth examining the cases where public
States from 1959 to 1963). 22/
action may be justified on economic grounds.
The case where the costs or benefits of land use exten...1 beyond the direct user is
probably more common than not. Such extended effects are usually termed externalities
by economista. Externalitieo are especially noticeable where a product of activity escapee
from the actor's land to that of another. Smoke from a factory, or sediment from farmIn neither instance ie the - usually unwilling - recipient of the
land are two examples.
product likely to collect for his inconvenience nor to pay for any benefit he may receive.
But for a uociety there are relatively few externalities. Smoke, water, and sediment may
all cross borders, but lee(' frequently than they cross property linea.

There are many types of externality which encourage exploitation at a socially
uneconomio rate. Tenant farming is the most pervasive. Both in economic theory and
agricultural observation, there is overwhelming agreement that tenancy implies
depletion, _TY and the less.aecure the tenancy, the greater the depletion. 21/ 'uniese
the lease mentions the condition of the farm at the end of tenure, the landlord is likely
to charge a rent high enough to compensate himself for soil mining, and the tenant to mine
The tenant who conserves may still be saddled with a
the soil to find the rent." 22/
rent based on exploitative profits. Even a practice with immediate returns may be
uneconomic if he must pay all costo for half the crop. 23/

18/

Arthur C. Bunce & George W. Collier, A :!ethod of Estimating the Economic Effecte
of Planned Conservation on an Individual Parm 2 (U.S. Deplt Agric. Misc. Pub.
No. 463, Washington 1942).
Held & Clawson, supra n.7, at 37.
Bunce, supra n.4, at 95; Held A Clawson, supra n.7, at 279-82; Muhammad Rafi,
Eroeion Control and Soil Conservation in TEZ-Rorthern Uplands of West Pakistan,
in Sympos. on Soil Erosion & Its Control in the Arid A Semi-Arid Zones, Pro. 271,
(Karachi 1957); Schultz, supra n.12, at 167; Scott, supra n.2 at 11773;
Rushed Bey Zok, The Effect of Land Settlement on Agriculture, in Conf. on Middle
East Agric. Devel., Pro. 180 (Middle East Supply Centre Agric.-Aep. No. 6, 1944).
But see FAO, Soil Conservation, supra n.1, at 24-25.
Sourcee supra.
Scott, uupra n.2, at 113.
Schultz, supra n.12, at 167.
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Another (tort of externality exists when one with no legal interest in land is affected
by activities occuring there. A forested arca might be depended upon the non-owners for
water catchment. The forest owner, receiving no compensation for maintaining the foreet,
would not suffer if ne cut the lot, reducing water supply and cending sediment into
reservoirs. For him sustained yield forestry might by marginal; whereas if the entire
catchment area were in single ownership, the conservational system would be followed.
21/
A different aituation resulto in the depletion of grazing land.
Where land is not
controlled by an individual grazier, or limited by some authority, each grazier is in
oompetition with the othern to get fodder. If one foregoes exploitation, he will not
benefit because the others will simply use hic share. But if one man (or firm or
cooperative) controlled the land, he could operate most economically by limiting grazing
in order to produce greater yields over time. 2,./

A difftrent kind of diseconomy in individual reeource use arisee from the high interest
rates small usere must pay, their high valuation of risk, and their ignorance.
Where the
moet rational course for an individual may be to mine his soil, it does not follow that
the state ehould allow him to do so. If artificially high interest rateo are the cause,
exploitation repreeents a shift of natural resources from the soil to the moneylender'n
pocket. (The moneylender might of course invest his profits in local industry, but there
is no guarantee he will do so.)
Overvaluation of riek causes a refusal to invest,that
prevents future growth which the whole society may need even if the individual can eurvive
by present practices. A nation cannot afford certain risks, either, but it can take the
chance that some farmers will do leen well in a situation where aggregate production ie
increased. The individual farmer is usually confined to the poseibilities of his plot of
ground, but a nation must see and avail itself of the opportumdtiee of the whole land. It
can afford to shift millions of hectares from crop to pasture even if the farmer acting
alone cannot afford to shift any. And the nation collectively can see the advantage in
doing so.

B.

A SOCIAL POLICY OF

son,

CONSERVATION

Social conservation policy ehould be based upon an appreciation of the unique position
of the state with respect to coat, risk, and perception of problema and solutions. The
individual cannot be ignored, because for the most part, he will have to carry out the
policy. But a national programme can alter the poeition of the individual to reflect more
accurately the social interest.
This is the basic task of soil conservation leeislation.
Government action to overcome individual disabilities in finding capital, covering
risks, and learning better methods ie appropriate because of the advantages of size in
these activitiee. In the discussion of interest it was pointed out that the individual
interest rate may be substantially higher than the "going rate," In some cases the
individual rate simply reflects the higher costs of administering small loans. But part of
this coot may be peculiar to the lending institutions. An extreme, but common, example is the
the traditional village money lender who must produoe a living from a very limited capital.
His knowledge will not be much greater than that of his customers.
He will not be prepared
to take great risks, either.
A standard programme of loans for conservation (or general
agricultural development) could operate on the best knowledge, could take more sanguine
view of risk, and could distribute pereonnel economically.
The cost of the money itself

-2/

See Scott, sunra n.2, at 118-19.
Compare id. 6-64 with Cyprus Min. Agrie. & Nat. Resources, Forest Dep't,
Jt. Sub-Commin on rediterranean Forestry Problems, 10th Seec., Country Rep.
Republic of Cyprus, pt. 2, at 4 (1968).

should be the lowest available, 2G/ and administrative coste should not exceed those
of a private operation.
Government loanu would not even dislocate the local money lender,
since he would not be competing in the conservation loan market.
(If the money lender
were put out of his living, that would represent part of the social cost of the programme.)
The programme would not be without cost, since the government does not have unlimited
access to capital, and especially in a developing economy, there are many competing demando
for finance. But where market anomolieu create a sufficient discrepancy between socially
deairable and individually possible conservation, the intervention will be socially
economic.

El/

Sometimes a farmer will be prevented from introducing measures such as terraces, or
converting to a livestock operation because of rigidities in the market in which he deals.
There may be no local rental market in equipment, or at an even more basic level, the
farmer may not have access to a bullock at the time needed for conservation work. 28/
A market for slaughter beef will not exist until there is a aupply of beef for slaaghter,
but a mall farmer cannot afford to raise a product for which he has no assurance of
market. A co-ordinated conservation programme can rent bullocks or tractore, and it can
remove the uncertainties of market and supply where new producto are indicated. If
neither cattle nor terraces are otherwise desirable for the society, such facilities might
find no takers, but where a need este and proper coordination alone is lacking,
relatively simple government intervention can produce significant gains.
Given the extremely high value individual farmers seem to place on risk, government
insurance appears to be almost costless (except for the risk any insurer must bear). If
the conservation plan is otherwise feasible, failure of the land user to institute it
represento a social loso in proportion to his overvaluation of the risk. One means of
insuring a conservation programe would be to allow liability for loan repayment to
depend on yields.
This would remove the risk of impossible debt. If the perceived
risk lies in doubt that the new method will work, income can be euaranteed. Thie has many
objections, but an income guarantee could be established for a trtal area.
If the
trial succeeds the farmer may perceive a much reduced risk and extend the plan without
special insurance. Premiums, whether in the form of higher interest or direct payments
can be de;'erred without upsetting the economics of the programme.

]2/

Two limits anould be established for any gnvernment riak-bearing programe.
First,
in an economy where the average income is sufficiently low, a satisfactory level of
living could not be guaranteed.
Insurance only reduces risks to the average, and in the
case supposed, the average expectation woula be unsatisfactory.
Secondly, the type of
insurance discussed here ia suggested as a aleans of removing the diseconomy of overvalued
risk.
If the government guarantees induce people to use land in a manner which is
uneconomical bees-Ise the risk is objectively great, the progranme wili be uneconomical.
It
may also result in exploitation. For examplm, the combination of drought insurance and
guaranteed prices for wheat may result in the farming of dry areas which are highly
euzceptible to wind erosion. 1.1/
This reault should be avoided by a careful study of
whether a risk is overvalued from a social point of view, or whether the private
calculation represento an accurate prediction of loss.

37/
2

22/
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Bunce, supra n.4, at 116-20.
Id.

89-90.

See Hafi, supra n.20, at 281.
Warren R. Bailey, Resource Yanagement Under Conditione Of Uncertainty,
Vin Am. Cone., supra n.7, at 9-55, 959.
Seo United Hatic7t-Research Inst. For Social Devel., Methods to Induce Chanee
V-the Local Level - A Survey of Expert Opinion - First keport 97 (Geneva 1965).
Held & Clawuon, supra n.7 at 81.
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Government intervention against lack of knowledge is necessary to any soil conservation
programme. If anyone is to do soil studies, it will not be the individual farmer.
It
requires a large unit to assemble the neceesary personnel, and to disseminate the resulte
broadly enough to justify the effort. Farmers must be informed of new knowledge, they must
be convinced of its truth and relevance to them, and they often must be taught how to
apply it. But effective means of disseminating information and assistance must be
identfied, especially where there ie a general shortage of rural development personnel.
Efforts could then be directed in the most likely pathe, and the legislativa programme
could be fitted realistically to the administrative possibilities.
Failing this, scarce
personnel will be wasted on activities producing less than optimum results.
Government action to eliminate externalities - or to allocate costs according to
benefits - does not require anything as thorough as total land reform. Tenancy's effect
on conservation practice can be largely eliminated by provisions in conservation laws
allocating the cost and profit from conservation measures between tenant and landlord.
12/
Security of tenure lawe can provide for the expulsion of tenants whoee method of farming
creates undue Boil losses. 11/
Such laws would not be especially useful where other
factors made it uneconomical, or even impossible for conservation to be undertaken, but
they could be used in conjunction with appropriate lending, risk-sharing, and educational
policies to eliminate the worst pressures upon the tenant to exploit the soil.
Where the
effects of activities of one land user physically affect the interests of others, legal
tools for alleviating the situation exist. Some countries have simply forbidden treecutting that disturbs established water catchments or that creates a danger of landslides
and downslope sediment damage. 11/
Where positive action is necessary to protect a
watershed from floods and siltation, a public body can undertake the work and apportion the
cost according to benefit received from the project. 12/

12/
11/
11/

12/

See, 216., Uruguay Law No. 13.667, 13 June 1968, art. 21, 18 Food & Agric.
Leg. No. 1 (1969).
See id. art 17.
See, e.p., Venezuela ForestrY, Soil and liater Law 1965, arts. 7, 34, 41,
15 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 3 (1966).
See Steaart H. Jeseee, Financing an Oklahoma Coneervancy District, 17 J. Soil
& Wat. Conaerv. 13 (1962); cf. Cyprus Soil Conservation Law i 12(1), Laws
of Cyprus 0.94 (1959).

PATTM/4 IN SOIL CONSERVATION LEGISLATION

A.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

It is not possible to state definitely whieh nations have soil conservation
programes. Some countries with adequate legislation may not support the laws with the
financinc and administration necessary to produce changes at the land user level.
Others
without specific soil conoervation lawo may conduct important conservation work through
a
general programme of rural developmeat. But the purely legislative status can be
given for large areas of the world.

1.

Far East

In the Far East there is frequently legal authority for the appropriate minister to
control erosion even in the absence of particular soil conservation legislation.
Specific soil conservation legislation is more common.
In addition, forestry - and
in some cases grazing - legislation may be found in most of the countries with soil
conservation laws.
Other countries sometimes have special legiolation for control of
particular problems such as streambank erosion, but they do not apparently have more general
legislation controlling land use or forest exploitation.

2/

1/

1/

1/

Brunei Water Supply Enactment 1962; Burma Canal Act 1905; Hong Kong Waterworko
Ordinance 1950 and regulations; see 1 Econ. Comm'n for Asia & the Far East,
Water Lecislation in Asia and the Far East 51 (New York 1967) (Republic of China).
See generally id. (2 v.) for relevant legislation in Asia.

2/

See 2 Econ. Commin for Asia & the Far East, supra, 29-31 (Victoria, Australia);
id. 79-80 (India); Ceylon Soil Conservation Act (No. 25 of 1951), and Regulations,
Dec. 1959; Fiji Land Coneervation and Improvement Ordinance, Laws of Fiji c.120
(rev. ed. 1967); Japan Erosion and Flood Control Emergency Yeasures Law (No. 21 of
1960); Republic of horca Erosion Control Law (No. 977 of 1962); Kalaya (Falaysia) Land
Conservation Act (No. 3 of 1960); New Zealand Soil Conservation and Rivera Control
Act (No. 12 of 1941), as amended; Philippines Republic Act No. 3082, 17 June 1961
(5 year soil investigation); liingapore Hill Lands Ordinance, Rev. L. Singapore

c.247 (1955)See Australian state legislation (e.g., Western Australia Forests Act (No. 8 of
1919), as amended; Land Act of 1933, as amended; pt.IV (pastures)); Cambodia
Order of Coy. Gen. on Forestry. 21 Farch 1930; Ceylon Forest Ordinance, c.451;
Fiji Forest Ordinance, Laws of Fiji c.128 (rev. ed. 1967); India Forests Act
(No. 16 of 1927); Japan Forestry Law (No. 249 of 1951); New Zealand Foresto Act
1949; Teofilo A. Santos, A National Progrese Report on Forestry, Asia-Pac. Forestry
Comm'n 8th Sess. (1969) (Philippines); Philippines Pasture Land Act; Western
Samoa Agriculture, Forestry and Fioherieo OrdiAanoe (No. 6 of 1959).

2.

Latin America

In Latin America, forestry laws are almost universal, reflecting the regional
importance of forest lands, even for grazing and agriculture. /1./
Some other countries
possess regulatione to control clearing, burning, or other pa-ticular activities.
Soil conservation laws as ouch exist in Chile, .6./
Colombia,
Costa Rica, 8
Guatemala,
Haiti,
12/ tlexico, 11/ Uruguay, 12/ and Venezuela. 13/
There is also some less comprehensive legislation. 11/
Althoult some of these laws
are quite recent, there is a broad base of Latin American legislative experience in
Boil conservation. Improvement and extension of soil conservation in the region can
draw on this local experience.

2/

2/

General forestry legislation exists in Brazil (Act No. 4771, 15 Sept. 1965),
Colombia (Ley sobre Economia Forestal de la Haci6n y Conservacit5n de Recurses
Naturales Renovables (No. 2 of 1959)), Costa Rica (Ley Forestal, 9 March 1959),
Dominican Republic (Decreto No. 3777, 9 June 1969, regulating felling), Ecuador
(Supreme Decree No. 1211, 4 Oct. 1966, 16 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 1 (1967)),
Guatemala (cf. Decreto No. 543, 9 Feb. 1956), Haiti (Act Modifying the Rural Code
of 1864, 24 May 1962), Honduras (Forest Law of 1961, as amended), Mexico (Forent
Act 1960, 9 Food lc Agrie. Leg. No. 4 (i260)), Nicaragt-17.-(75-e- No. 1381, 27 Sept.
1967, 19 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 2 (1970)), Panama (Decreto-Ley No. 39, 29 Sept.
1966), Peru (cf. Resoluci6n Ministerial No. 2432, 14 July 1961 (approving forestry
regulations)) and Venezuela (Forestry, Soils and Water Law 1965, 15 Food & Agric.
Leg. No. 3 (1966)).

VSee Argentina Decreto No. 4516, 2 May 1957 (forest clearing); Argentina Decreto
No. 8971, 8 October 1963 (credit facilities for initiation of forests); Uruguay
Decreto No. 266/966, 2 June 1966 (foreet conservation plan for particular
6./

12/
11/
12/
13/
14/

Cf. Decreto No. R.R.A.4, 16 Jan. 1963.
Ley sobre Economia Forestal, supra n.4.
Act No. 1540, 5 March 1953, 2 Food & Agrio. Leg. No. 1 (1953)
Decreto-Ley No. 187, 24 March 1964.
Act Modifying the Rural Code of 1864, 24 May 1962.
Soil and Water Conaervation Law 1946.
Law No. 13.667, 13 June 1968, 18 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 1 (1969).
Forestry, etc. Law, supra n.4.
See, 1E., El Salvador Acuerdo No. 530, 16 July 1964 (establishing circulating
fund ,TiP. 30,000 colones for soil conservation and irrigation); Food & Agric. Org.
of the U.N., Las Leyes de Aguas en Sudamerica 221 (Rome 1956) (Argentine states
of Jujuy, La Rioja, and Santiago del Estero).

3.

Africa

Sub-Sahara Africa bears come legislative similarities to Latin America.
Forest
legislation is ubiquitous, 12/ but laws aimed at cropland problems are less frequently
encountered. Soil conservation legislation exists in the resources laws of Mali,
16/
and Zambia, 12/ and separately in Ghana, 1Y Kenya, 12/ and the Malagasy Reputlic. 22/
In addition to the above, formal responsibility for soil conservation exists in Burundi, 21/
Cameroon, 22/ Chad, 21/ Guinea,/ and Niger. 22/
These laws and orders represent
a mixed lot of experience, mainly because so many of them originated during the colonial
period.
Independence has brought different national needs, and an altered agricultural
structure. Many of the lawe that exist need to be re-examined in light of the changes
brought by independence. Some of the recent legislation suggests that this is being done,
but too many cases still exist where laws are outdated, have not yet been introduced,
or have not yet been adopted to recent trends in agricultural.

12/

Either a forest service or a forest code exists in Botswana (Forest Ace (Wo.23
of 1968)), Cameroon (D4cret of 3 Yay 1946 (establishing forest code)), Central
African Republic (Code Forestier, Loi No. 61/273 of 1962), Chad (Décret No.
143/PGT-EFC., 22 Sept. 1960 (responsibilities of the Organization of Waters,
Forests and Hunting)), Congo (Brazzaville) (Loi No. 34-61, 20 June 1961), Ghana
(The Forests Ordinance, c.1c,7), Kenya 1,'oreats Act, LaWEI of Kenya c.385 (rev. ed.
1962), as amended), Malagasy Republic ArriNt4 No. 1320, 20 March 1968 (organization
of DireCT37-WET7 Waters, Foreets and Soil Conservation); Ordonnance No. 62-121,
1 Oct. 1962 (rules for land clearance and burning)), Malawi (Forest (Amendment)
Rules 1964), Mali (Law No. 68-8, 17 Feb. 1968, 17 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 4 k1yoo)),
and Zambia (Natural Resourcee Conservation Act (No. 53 of 1970)). In addition
the former regions of Nigeria had forest laws and Niger has formally entrusted
forest conservation to the Minister for Rural Economic Affairu. D4cret
No. 70-265 PRN/DIR-CAB, 11 Dec. 1970.

16/ Law No. 68-8,

supra.

/ Conservation Act, supra n.15.
/ The Land Planning and Soil Conservation Ordinance 1953.
Agriculture Act, pi. IV, Laws of Kenya n.318 (rev.ed. 1962), as amended.

22
21/
22/
21/
2C1/

Lt/

Arret6 No. 199 C.G., 11 June 1958.
D4cret of 26 Nov. 1958, amended hy Décret-Loi No. 1/72, 27 June 1967.
Loi No. 58-3, 9 Jan. 1957.----D4cret No. 143/PG.-T.-EPC., 22 Sept. 1960 (watere, forests, and hunting);
D4cret No. 4/E1, 26 Jan. 1961 (grazing and animal husbandry).
Arretd No. 4995 MEG, 26 Oct. 1959.
D4cret No. 70-265 PRN/DIR-CAB, 11 Dec. 1970.

Middle East and North Africa

In the Middle East and North Africa appropriately greater attention is given to
grazing legislation than is found in other areas, with corresponOingly less emphasis on
agricultural soil conservation. Grazing reeulations, especially those directed at goats,
are quite common, 26/ as are general forest laws. 2.1/ But general soil conservation
11/
Morocco,
Tunisia,
legislation is relatively rare. Cyprus, 22/ Israel, 22/
..32/
and Turkey 32/ appear to have the only such laws in the area.

Europe and North America

In Europe and North America, forest legislation is almost universal and soil
conservation laws generally appear in areas with erosion problema. The soil conservation
legislation of the United States is summarized in the appendix. In Europe, only Spain 31/
and Yugoslavia/ apparently possess legislation which comprehends cropland erosion.
Denmark has legielation on e'Lifting Eland dunes, but no provisions for agricultural land. 12/

26/

Cyprus Forest Regulatione 1967, 17 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 3 (1968); Tree Planting
(Village Areas) Law, Laws of Cyprus 0.100 (1959); Goats Law, id. c.66; Sheep and
Goats (Shepherds Licensing and Control) Law, id. c.91, amended 1965, Cyprus
Min. of Agric. & Nat. Resources, Forest Dept., Jt. Sub-Commin on Mediterranean
Forestry Problems, 10th Seas., Country Rep. - Republic of Cyprus pt. 2, at 2 (1968)
(summary); Iran Law of 4 Sept. 1967; Iraq Ranges and Their Protection Law (No. 106
of 1965); Israel Ordinance for the Protection of Forests, 1 March 1968; Plant
Protection (Damage by Goats) Law 1950; Shepherds (Licensing) Ordinance 1946; Lebanon
Forest Law, 1 Jan. 1949; Morocco Dahir No. 1-69-171, 25 July 1969; West Pakistan
Goats (Restriction) Ordinance 1959; Syria Forestry Code 1953 (summary in Min. Agric.
Agrar. Reform, Communication, 23 Sept. 1968); Legislative Decree No. 65, 20 July
1966; Legislative Decree No. 45, 15 March 1964; Legislative Decree No. 27, 28
April 1963; Law No. 9, 27 March 1962; Tunisia Code Forestier, Loi No. 66-60,
4 July 1966; Turkey Forest Law arts. 19-22, (no. 6831 of 1956).

22/

Cyprus Forest Law (No. 14 of 1967), 17 Food & Agrio. Leg. No. 3 (1968); Forest
Regulations, supra; Iran Forestry Nationalization Law, 17 Jan. 1963; Iraq Forest
Law (No. 75 of 1955); Israel Forests Ordinance, supra- Jordan General Foreet Law
1927; Lebanon Forest Law, 1 Jan. 1949; Libya Law-3;7-24 of 1950 (Cyrenaica);
Law No. 12 of 1956 (Tripolitania); Morocco Forest Law of 1917, as amended;
Pakistan Forests Act of 1927, as amended; Sudan Central Forest Ordinance 1932;
Provincial Forest Ordinance 1932; Syria Forestry Code 1953, supra; Tunisia Code
Forestier, supra; Turkey Forest Law, supra.
Soil Conservation Law, Laws of Cyprus c.94 (1959).
Flooding and Soil Erosion (Prevention) Ordinance 1941.
Dahir No. 1-69-170, 25 July 1969.
Loi No. 63-17, 27 May 1963.
Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., Control of Erosion of Arable Land and Siltration,
annex I (1966).
Act on Conservation and Improvement of Agricultural Land, 20 July 1955, 4 Food
Agric. Leg. No. 3 (1955).
Act Relating to the Exploitation of Agricultural Land, 19 Oct. 1959, 8 Food
Agric. Leg. No. 4 (1959).
See FAO, Control of Erosion, supra n.32, annex I.

28/
7ig/

12/
31/
34/

12/

B.

LEGISLATIVE VARTETIES

1.

Law and Policy

Soil coneervation legislation reflecte a variety of approaches. But two basic
Zambia
patterns are discernible. One io the comprehensive resources conservation law.
represents the broadest example of such treatment. A single law applies to all natural
resources, and the Minister of Lande and Natural Resourcee is given broad authority to
The more common pattern is to enact laws
define what shall fall under the law. 1G/
regulating various resource uses as the need arises. Eany countries have separate
forestry and range lawe and if a soil conuervation law exists, it usually applies primarily
to cropland. But there are blurrings of the distinction. New Zealand has laws governing
mining, foreetry, all phaeee of animal production, and various modes of agriculture, but
And
it also has a watershed and soil law broad enough to cover all land use. 12/
and
water,
but
provisions
are
Boil,
Venezuela has e single law dealing with foreets,
segregated according to the reeource and its use, reflecting the law's development from a
series of separate enactments. 18/
A second basic distinction among soil conservation laws lies in their degree of
specificity. Normally the basic legislation will leave a great deal to administrative
discretion. Greater details are provided in regulations iesued unuer authority of the
law, but even the regulations may dc. little more than reaffirm the appropriate Minister's
authority to decide the particular case as it arises. At the other extreme, the basic
enactment may list specifiC activitiee which are prohibited, for which permission is
required, or which may be subsidized. The one pattern may be too inflexible to work,
whereas the other risks defeat of national policy through uncontrolled exercise of
administrative discretion.
Beside° laws usually labelled as soil conservation legislation, there are a
variety of enactments bearing more or lees directly on soil conservation. Forestry and
grazing laws are naturally important. But also health laws can influence pesticide use,
tax laws influence the urbanization of farm land, land reform laws can be necessary for
the proper working of soil oonservation laws, and water, marketing, crop insurance, mining,
education, and credit policies will each have their effect. AgTicultural land use
regulation may be authorized in general zoning laws, 12/ water legislation, or the
national constitution. Whether such oblique approaches will in fact be used as the basis
of a conservation programme is problematical, but the exiatence of such enactments could
be highly relevant to soil conservation legislation in a epecific context.
The unification or fragmentation of laws bearing on soil conservation, and their
degree of specificity, are important for the development and implanentation of a
coherent national resources policy. In the abeence of a recognized policy, fragmentary
legislation may result in activities which conflict either with each other or with
non-resource policies. For example, subsidies for reforestation, available for any land,
will conflict with land use policy which Gecko to balance conversion of unsuitable

16/

Coneervation Act, supra n.15
Soil Conservation Act, eunra n.2.
__/ Foreetry, etc. Law, Itura n.4.
ii/
12/ See Malagasy Republic Ordonnance No. 62-123,

1

Oct. 1962 (rural zoning).

cropland to leso intensive use against conversion of appropriate areas from forest and
pasture. Or prohibition of forest grazing may interfere with efforts to introduce
controlled grazing on rangelands. But if specific enactments are derived from an
appropriate general policy, they may serve to direct administrative efforts to those
problems which are most important nationally. The basic requirement is that a policy
exist, and that legislation of whatever type respond to it.

The issue of specificity is part of the basic problem of ensuring administrative
compliance with legislative policy. If a law is so general that the appropriate minister
can create his own polioy, the legislature has abdicated its responsibility for making
the fundamental decisions on the direction of national development. Too much administrative
latitude may result in important tasks lying undone while less substantial but easier
project° receive more attention than they deserve. Yet a legislative specification of
the action to be taken by every land-user is probably unwise. Conditions vary too much
oven within a nation, and conservation is a policy which requires gradual development.
Conservation workers must have the flexibility to respond tc local conditions and to
develop a specific programme suited to educating and persuading the people actually found
on the land. Part of the difficulty can be solved by defining priorities in the
conservation programe while allowing expert conservation staff to exercise discretion in
choice of means. Periodic reports should be demanded, in which the responsible
administrator would be required to relate his agency's activities to the legislative
policy. The closest any law seems to come to this requirement is the common law practice
of tabling proposed regulations before parliament. 42/
But if regulations are not
required to be defended in terms of defined policy, the legislature is not likely to sense
the relationship of its intentions and the Minister's proposals.
If he had to state his
proposals in tense of numbers of goats or acres of forest, their legislative significance
would be clearer.

2.

Specific Problems

The degree to which legislation can and should coordinate and specify land use
practices dependa upon situational factors. Where an important harm is apprehended and
the meana for preventing it are known, the legislature may appropriately direct the
activities to be undertaken.
But where neither the precise cause nor a workable cure for
soil problems is known, greater responsibility must be delegated to agencies possessing
suitable expertise.

a.
Cropland. - Legislative control of cropping practices exhibits the greatest
variety, probably because agricultural plots are so commonly under the Bole management of a
single user. Many self-contained and self-managed operations, each with its unique
characteristics, must be induced to adopt conservation practices without the state
assuming the general management of the farm. (The state may assume farm management, but
in most developing countries, there maj not be sufficient staff to provide even partial
guidance to the farm population.) The problem therefore is how the state may play a
managerial role while leaving most of the actual management to the present cultivators.

The simplest solution often seems to be a quasi-legislative prescription of
practicee to be followed. Nationally applicable land use rules exiot in Venezuela

42/
A1/

See New Zealand Soil Conservation Act, supra n.2,g 167.
Reglamento de la Ley Forestal de Suelos y de Aguas, DScreto No.

1.333,

11 Feb.

42/

1969.

and Kenya,
..12/ and to a leoser extent in Mali. Al/
Two objections may be made to such
rules. First, soil, climate, and crop pattern° differ so even within one country that
general rules for land use cannot be stated. Universal contour cultivation ill mean

unnecessary effort on some land and the continuing erosion of some other. More elaborate
practices may result in unnecessary losses of production without adequately controlling the
most severe erosion problems. The second objection is that a coercive approach Belem&
generally ineffective. The farmer must have the knowledge, equipment, and capital to
undertake the prescribed practices. If his income ie marginal, he must be assured against
excessive loss of production under a conservation aystem. Mandates which do not also
provide the necessary aid and assurance may prove to be futile.
A more flexible form of regulation is to delegate to a Minister or to a local
authority the power to frame compulsory land use rules. Thie power is an almost universal
part of soil conservation legislation. AA/
Delegation is wiser than attempte to frame
national land use rules, because the rules thus drafted can be designed for particular
conditions. Ministerial power can be used to concentrate on the areas or cause° of
soil damage which appear most important. Two baaic processes for delegated rule-making
exist.
One simply authorizes rule-making without sDecifyin content or requiring any
form of land-user consent. Costa Rica, A2/ Malaysia, 46
New
Morocco, 47
Zealand, A8/ Spain,
12/ Uruguay 22/ and Venezuela 1 ail authorize such a rule making
process.
The other approach le to require local approval or consultation before rules can
be established.
Cyprus, 2E/ Tunieia, 21/ the United States, 2A/ Yugoslavia,
22/
and Zambia,
require such local consultation. One advantage of the latter procedure
is that the r- e-making authority can determine local feeling before attempting to enforce
rules which may be unworkable in the local context. But in the main it does not appear
twit rules mane under either procedure have been effective in changing farming practices.

4/

AZ/

Al/
AA/

Agriculture (Basic Land Usage) Rules, 25 Jan. 1965, 14 Food & Agric. Leg.
No. 3 (1965).
Law No. 68-3, aupra n.15; cf. Malapsy Republic Ordonnance No. 62-123,
1
Oct. 1962 (rural land use zoning).
Cf. 22.g., Costa Rica Act No. 1540, supra n.3, art. 9.

Ai/ Ti.

4/ Maya
Al
Ag,

22
22/
22/
21/
21/

22

Land Conservation Act (No. 3 of 1960).
Dahir No. 1-69-170, 25 July 1969.
Soil Conservation Act, euvra n.2, S§ 1/I-151 34-35, 37-38, 166-67. New Zealand
also providee for regulations to be made by a board comprising a majority of
locally elected members. Id. §§ 149-51.
Act on Conservation, supra n.33, art. 9(g)
Law No. 13.667, supra n.12, art. 3(e). Uruguay also provides for local initiative
in forming soil conservation districts. Id. art. 8.

Forestry, eto. Law, supra n.4, art.4.
Soil Conservation Law, supra n.28, t4S 3-16.
Loi No. 63-17, suRra n.31, arta. 1-5.
No regilation of iarmers is authorized in the United Statee Soil Conservation Act,
16 U.S.C.
590a et seq.(1964).
The programme operates through local dietricts,
which are not mentioned either, but which were originally encouraged to have
regulatory power. See R. Burnell Held & Marion Clawson, Soil Conservation in
Perspective 49, 277-7altimore 1965); Robert J. Morgan, Governing Soil Conservation:
Thirty Yeare of the New Decentralization 66-.72, 77 (Baltimore, n.d.1965);
alliam F. Schulz, Conservation Law and Administration - A Case Study of Law and
Resource Use in Pennsylvania 418-19 (New York 1953)
Agricultural Land Act, supra n.34. arts. 4, 70-72.
Conservation Act, supra n.15, §

45

A variation of ministerial rule-making power exiets in Malaysia. There the states
They aleo have the
may make rules, but only if erosion or runoff threatens other lands.
power to declare any land subject to the conservation act, in which cace some simple
me system establishes some basic principles in a manner
legislative rules apply. 22/
that makes it difficult for administrative policy to contradict the legislation, yet the
unsuitable rigidity of universally imposed prescriptionn ie avoided.
Incentive to adopt conservation practices are leas common than regulation, but they
etill occur frequently, generally in conjunction with manda'i.ory provisions. The actual
availability of such incentives is difficult to establish because they depend on annual
apprfpriations and on the staffing of appropriate agencies. Furthermore, the usual
procedure ie not to specify what a farmer may receive, but broadly to authorize the
Minister to make loans, grants, conduct demonscrations, and contribute technical aseistance
and the use of equipment. Such flexibility might be wise, but it doee nothing to aesure
that appropriate measuree will in fact be instituted. The balance between flexibility and
certainty muat obviounly be struck differently in each country. But to make it a duty
to offer technical aid (ouch as free connervation plane) would set the priorities between
help and compuleion right. Actual assistance would still depend on finance and staff, but
the area of responeibility would be better defined. 22/
Incentives usually mean financial and technical assiotance. Where the latter ie less
common it is probably becauee of the lack of sufficient trained staff to reach many
individual land users. Land classificLtioneare often Duired to be made, but they are
lees often required to be made for individual faros.
Since moat conservation should
take place within the conetraints of existing land holding patterns, individual land
It io a serious omission not to require the
classifications are obviously important. 62/
coordination of land clansification with other technical assietance, because mere
knowledge of what a particular field in beet suited for does not enable a farmer to
perform the necessary operations.
The economic planning necessary to devise a farming
system which will combine maximum soll/protection with an adequate income for the
particular farmer is very complex.
61
Establishing appropriate crop rotations also
requires knowledge of experimental data which the farmer may not commonly have. To leave
the farmer unaware of what he must do and how he can accomplish it deprivea of all value
the information that hie soil is erodine.

Financial assistance comes in eeveral forme, and each has a role in the appropriate
eituation. Direct payments, preferential credit, furnishing equipment, or allocating
coots among beneficiariee all may serve as inducementn to adopt conservation practices.
Direct payments for the adoption of certain practices nave the elemental appeal that
cash in hand always does. They are not common because of the expense, but where ueed

Malaya Land Conservation Act §§ 3-7, 11, 14 (No. 3 of 1960).
A typical provision ie South Africa Soil Conservation Act 1969, § 6: "The
ii//
Minieter may, from moneys appropriated by Parliament for the purpose, subject
to such conditiono as he may determine, pay subsidies or make granto to any
person in respect of costs incurred by ouch person in connection with the
conetruction of any soil conservation works or the performance of any act in
compliance with a direction."
Cf. Uruguay Law No. 13.667, supra n.12, art. 3. Only Venezuela establishes
22/ -a right to have a land survey of one'e farm. See Decreto No. 1.333, supra n.41
art. 179.
Cf. Zambia Conservation Act,,elapra n.15, § 15.
/ T7thur C. Bunce & George W. Lc) lier, A Method of Eetimating the Economic Effects
of Planned Conservation on an Individual Farm (U.S. Dep't Agric. Misc. Pub. No. 463,
Washington 1942); see Eric Clayton, Economic Planning in Peasant Agriculture A Study of the Optimal Use of AgTicultural Reeourcee by Peasant Farmers in Kenya
(Ashford, Kent 1963).

What is more difficult to evaluate is the cost of
they seem to produce results. 62/
such payments relative to the soil lose prevented and to other meane of preventing it.
In the United States certain activitiee are subsidized, and anyone may collect for
In Uruguay the Minister of
performance at an administratively established rate.
Agriculture may defray the cost of works on small holdings of low productivity, and
In New Zealand the
elsewhere if the benefits would be substandard for the area. 61/
Soil Connervation and Rivers Control Council has broad power to make grants or loans
In all three cases, actual rates of payment are
under conditions it may establioh. 62/
determined by the administering agency.

Li/

Where a change in farming
Credit is more common, and probably more appropriate.
methods will benefit the farmer through greater future soil value, he does not have
a claim on the public purse as a reward for the change. But he will often be unable to
finance the conversion, especially if it involves major construction. Loans for
conservation are therefore sometimes given priority in existing agricultural credit
But apparently nowhere does there seem to be a loan programme tied to
programmee. 66/
Such a echeme could be an
the productivity of land under conservation management. 62/
effective inducement. 62/
Equipment may presumably be furniohed in effect under provisions authorizing the
state to perforo conservation works, but it is rarely specified as a foro of aid
Lack of the proper equipment can be an absolute bar to
available to land users.
certain recommended soil conservation activities, 22/ yet it doee not seem to have
occurred to legislatore as a distinct problem. The result is Another example of
neceesary coordination being left to chance. If in an entire village there is no
tractor, there seems little alternative to public provision of tractore at least for

62/

See Horace D. Godfrey, Farmer-Government Sharing of Conservation Practice Coot as
btimulus to Conservation Accomplishments, in First Pan Am. Soil Conserv. Cong.,
Pro. 405, 407 (Sao Paulo, n.d. L19667).

7-U.S.C. S 590h

(1964).

pi Law No. 13.667, supra n.12, art. 15.

66/
61/

62/
62/
20/

Soil Conservation Act, supra n.2, .1§§ 30.-31; cf. Venezuela Forestry, etc. Law,
supra n.4, art. 86.
Uruguay Law No. 13.667, supra n.12, art. 20. United States farmers
See,
can obtain loans at lower than market rates for nonservation projects. 7 U.S.C.

6 1924 (Supp. IV 1969).

But cf. Morocco Dahir No. 1-69-170, 25 July 1969, art. 10 (portion of terracing
costs payable by orchard owners may be converted into equivalent amount of
fruit).
See United Nations Research Inet. for Soc. Devel., Methods to Induce Chance at
the Local Level - A Survey of Expert Opinion - First Report 97 (Geneva 1965);
john Weeks, "Uncertainty, Risk, and Wealth" and Income Distribution in Peasant
Agriculture, 7 J. Devel. Stud. 281 33 (1970).
Provisione for state construction of works at the expense of the land occupier
may be seen as a foro of equipment hire, but they are not equivalent to
equipment assistance for voluntary conservation activity.
Muhammad Rafi, Erosion Control and Soil Conservation in the Northern Uplands of
Weet Pakistan, in Sympos. on Soil Erosion & Ite Control in the Arid & Semi-Arid
Zones, Pro. 271, 281 (Karachi 1957).

purposeu of special consequence. Legislation should specify that the conservation agency
may provide equipment, and that it shall do so when necessary for effectuating a
conservation plan. Whether or not a charge should be made depends on the same
considerations as the offering of other subsidies.

The allocation of coste and benefits ie determined in a variety of ways, rarely by
(statute, except for very general guidance. Some statutes do not aseume any apportionment
of costs.
Where there is apportionment, the usual formula is that costs should
be levied according to the benefit received from a work.
12/ The measuring of benefits
can be quite difficult, eepecially when discrepancies exist between the most profitable
potential use for land and its actual use. 73/
Where the asseeement is made by a local
dietrict and eome of the benefits accrue outside the district, difficulties may also arise.
But at least "benefit" narrows the choicee. And when related to a project undertaken to
real..ze specified benefits, a reaeonable allocation should be possible.
A provision in
Zambia allows the Minister of Lands and Natural Resources to reduce the private ohare of
public works "by such amount as he determines to be the value to the public of such
works." IA/
Public is not defined, but it would probably be construed as all those
beneficiaries whose individual intereot in the work was so slight as to make it impractical
to ascese them for the project cost. But a broader definition of public could be adopted,
in which case significant private benefits could be had with public funds.

LI/

Another type of Apportionment is potentially important, but neems not to have been
used much. Where more than one person (usually landlord and tenant) have interests in
the same land, often neither one has eufficient individual interent to desire soil
conservation.
Even a secure tenant may only receive part of the profit from a
conservation measure on which he has done all the work.
Without security of tenure he
may receive nothing. And the landlord, if he concerns himself at all with management,
has no guarantee that the good done by one tenant will not be deetroyed by the next.
Uruguay has a comprehensive approach to the problec. Tenant constructed works must be
paid for by the landlord at their value when the tenancy is ended.
On the other
hand, a tenant who refuses to follow official conservation practices may be evicted. 16/
Finally, the land reform agency is required to follow coneervation rules established by
the Minister of Agriculture, and especially to determine plot sizes with regard to soil
conservation. In "each case" the agency must eetablish the appropriate uses of the soil
and prescribe measures for its proper management.
In Spain also land reform must
777/
take account of the requirements of conservation.
But these cases are exceptional,
and general evidence doee not suggeot that soil conoervation and tenure reform receive
appropriately coordinated treatment.

/2/

7/

Other programmers cf agricultural development can affect conservation greatly, but
they seem not to be undertaken with conservation in mind. Liberal agricultural credit,
equipment hire and purchase aseietance, and provioion of improved seeds and fertilizer
can either improve soil directly or make it possible to adopt conservation practices.
But the opportunities to integrate better reaource management with new agricultural
factors are not often exploited. 22/
The agency that distributes hybrid corn will have
built some goodwill which can be used in persuading the clients to adopt other modern
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See, e.g., Venezuela Forestry, etc. Law, supra n.4, at. 86.
Cyprue Soil Conservation Law, supra n.28, § 12.
.gëç Stewart H. Jessee, Financing an Oklahoma Conservancy Diotrict, 17 J. Soil
& Wat. Conserv. 13 (1962).
Conservation Act, supra n.15, 6 13(7).
Law No. 13.667, oupra n.12, art. 21.
Id. art. 17.
Id. art. 8.
Act on Conservation, supra n.33, art. 9(d).
But see Tunisia Loi No. 3-17, supra n.31.

177, e.F.,

practices, including those that conserve the soil. And the farmer who appreciates the
effects of fertilizer might be persuaded to conserve his soil as a condition of receiving
more fertilizer. It iv not possible to transform 6.11 of a farmer's methods in a single
season, but it is possible to include conservation in the changes to be introduced over
time.

b.
Forest. - The basis of forestry regulation ie the establishment of state power
to control cutting and clearing. Within the general principle of such power, its actual
exercise can be broad or narrow accordinr- to need and admlnistretive capRcity.
Two
complementary nethods of control exist: geographical classification, and cutting
permission baued on individual application.

Classification normally divides foreste into two categoriee, although intermediate
claeoifications are possible. 821
Protected foreste may comprise only areas immediately
adjacent to stream banks and in defined watersheds, and some exploitation may be allowed
in them. But they serve to indicate the main purpose of the land they occupy. Even where
the appropriate Minister has broad authority to declare protected areas, the existence of
the category places him on notice of the legislative expectation that there will be such
areae. Such notice should help resolve any confusion arising from the conflict between
proHuction and protection.
Where forest exploitation is allowed, it is often subject to prior permission. Large
logging operations are often required to proceed according to a previous plan,
82/ which
may be drawn up by the foreut administration, 12/ by the prospective exploiter,
or by a recognized expert.
Plans are commonly required for foreet activitiee on
private as well as public land. 82/
In addition to or inetead of a plan of management,
foreet laws may require specific permission foreach tree cut. 86/
Official documentation
may be necessary in order to transport any 1.17, and timber found without the neceseary
docmuentation present,may be confiscated. 87
In some countries the apparently simple
solution of prohibiting even individual foreet clearing without specific permission has

/I/

82/

Li

See Botswana Forest Act § 4 (No. 23 of 1968); Colombia Decree No. 2278, 1 Sept.
1953; Costa Rica Ley Forestal, 9 March 1959, arte. 2-3; Guatemala Orden of
29 Nov. 1962; Iraq Foreet Law (No. 75 of 1955) and thereunder Min. Agric.
Notification No. 5 of 1967; Malagasy Republic Ordonnance 62-121, 1 Oct. 1962,
art. 3; Mali Law No. 68-8, supra n.15, art 20; Nicaragua Decreto No. 478,
1 April 1960, art. 1; Turkey Forest Law art. 23 (No. 6831 of 1956); Venezuela
Foreetry, etc. Law, pupra n.4, arts. 17-21.
82/ See,
Costa Rica Ley Forestal, 9 March 1959, art 4; Turkey Forest Law,
supra, art. 51.
Forest Law, supra.
3../ Nicaragua Decree No. 1361, supra n.4, art. 5.
Venezuela Forestry, etc. Law, supra n.4, art. 74; Decreto No. 1.333, supra n.41,
arts. 108, 114, 122-23, 130.
82/ See, e.g., id.; cf. Nicaragua Decree No. 1381, supra n.4, arts. 26-27 (forbids
exploitation of private foresto contiguous to public lande prior to a boundary
survey and requiree an application for exploitation of private forests, but a
plan of management is apparently not required).
86/ Turkey Forest Law art. 27 (No. 6831 of 1956) (only trees officially marked may be
cut in public foreats).
81/ Mali Law No. 68-8, supra n.15, arts. 44-471 64

etc.,
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been adopted. Costa RicaMali, 82/ Mexico, 22/ and Venezuela 21/ prohibit
clearing - and Turkey prohi its any destruction of etate forest vegetation 22/ without
permission. Argentina prohibits destruction beyond a certain amount. 23/

The basic policy according to which foresters are to grant logging permiseion is no
always specified. Usually a minimum of areas to be protected from overcutting will be
Where the
specified, but no policy for the exploitable land will be established. 21/
forest service is ill-trained or understaffed, there are special dangers in such a
failure. Where the forest service itself, through common training and experience, follows
But even in
an acceptable scheme of management, the deficiency is not so serious. 22/
the latter case an explicit statement of national policy provides an anchor to counter
the tendency of organizatione to allow policy to drift as great attention is paid to
organizational survival. The statement of policy cannot be too explicit, but it should
Even that may be adequate if it carries the
go beyond a phrase such as "wise use".
But "wise use" could well mean maximum current
connotation of sustained yield.
exploitation, especially if forest products play a major role in the national foreign
exchange position. Sustained yield is more precise, having a sound biological basis in
the ability of the land and vegetation to support a certain level of consumption. In the
United States sustained yield (along with the less precise multiple use) is the guiding
Polish forests are managed for "full productivity",
principle of public foreetry. 22/
which in its context implies the fullest productivity that can be sustained over time. 28/

L/

Another means of controlling forest management ie to require the highest level of
approval for cutting. In Cyprue, cutting concessions require approval of the Council
The Dominican Republic requires presidential approval of felling
of Ministers. 22/
permits. 122/ Such requirements should prevent local administrators from using national
resources without central knowledge. But they do not guarantee that exploitation will
follow a desirable pattern.
The President or cabinet are not primarily forest
administrators. It may be appropriate to centralize authority over large contracte, but
it murt, as in Cyprus, be complementary to legislative policy.
Given some reasonable criteria by which a forest service can judge plans of
exploitation, the requirement of forest management plans for large tracte seems
particularly wiee. Especially where the logger has no long6-term interest in the land,
and perhaps not even a present interest in groundwater supplies and downstream flood
protection, he cannot be counted upon to oonduct his operations according to national
policy without some supervision. A large operation will have or can be forced to have
suitable professionals in its employ. It is reaeonable to expect that a technical plan
can be presented. A large concern will be likely to have resources which can be reached
to aseure compliance with the plan (or it will have the capacity to deposit a bond against
performance even if meet of its assets lie outeide the country).
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Ley Forestal, 9 March 1959, art. 4.
Law No. 68-8, supra n.15, art. 5.
Forest Act, supra n.4, art. 44.
Forestry, etc. Law, supra n.4, art. 7.
Forest Law art. 14 (No. 6831 of 1956).
Decreto No. 4516, 2 May 1957.
See, e.g., Mali Law No. 68-8, supra n.15, arts. 11, 14, 16.
See Re-itiert Mufman, The Forest Ranger - A Study in Adrlinistrative Behaviour 161-200
TRatimore 1960); cf. Anthony Scott, Natural Resources: The Economics of
Conservation 26-307Toronto 1955) (extreme conservationist policy of traditional
foresters difficult to alter even by exp113itly oortrary state policy).
Cf. Pbilippines Administrative Code ifi 1824.
Tge 43 U.S.C. h 1413 (1964).
See Act on the administration ...of certain.., forests and bare lands, 14 June 1960,
art. 7, 10 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 1 (1961).
Forest Law, supra n.27, § 7.
Decreto No. 3777, 9 June 1969.

The requirements of documentation for every tree cut, hauled, or sold would, if
thoroughly used, largely diseipate the advantages of dealing with large operations.
But where forest staff is insufficient to provide continuing surveillance of any one
stage of activity, it is neceesary to have several evaluable stages so that a random
checking system can relate the evidence it finds to the original exploitation permit.
Not all documenta will be checked, but when a suspicious amount of timber appears on the
market, it can be traced to its source and appropriate action taken. Administratively
neater controls are impossible to apply with limited nembere of forestere.
To apply the sane requirements of specificpermiesion and documentation to individual
forest activities is self-defeating in the abeence of a large forestry staff
and
of alternative activities for the people affected. The first step in control ing
individual forest use consista in compiling the types and extent of existing uses. Mali
has directed the foreet service to provide explicitly for use rights when classifying
forests. 122/
Once existing uses are known, a distinction can be drawn between
activities presently essential to the lives of the users, and those which only provide
income supplements or greater convenience. A second dietinction lies between activities,
such as the gathering of deadwood, which threaten the forest only slightly, and those
which result in major depredationa. Uses which are not essential might successfully be
prohibited, especially where their effect ia great enough to justify the expense of
vigorolu3 enforcement. The laws prohibiting clearing of steep slopes or the banks of
streams are examples. Where population pressure is not too great, forest activities can
be shifted to leas vulnerable land. Of similar rationale are regulations prohibiting the
outting of certain species. Especially where forest product° are used for fuel or mall
poles, the needa of the users may be natisfied from the stock of trees less valuable
commercially.

j9jJ

itiere an activity ie eeeential to the forest user's livelihood and destructive to
the forest, the forest service should be prepared to provide alternative employment,
either in other fields, or in a rationalised vereion of the destructive use. Either
solution requires the active participation of the people whose life will be significantly
altered. Shifting cultivation illustrates the type of problem at its extreme. The activity
is neceseary to the existence 6f the actora and the aggregate effect is tremendous.
Here is a case where only close work with the land user seems to offer aay hope of
improvement. This does not imply that every alteration of the pattern must be voluntary,
only that the people must be equipped to subsist without destroying the land. Rotations
need to be designed to aid in the maintenance of native fertility, forest crops need to '
be developed to utilize the fallow period more fully, and the farmers have to be
accustomed to the idea of more intensive agriculture, stable land holding, and eventually
a cash market. Change can be encouraged if along with assistance the state imposes
controls on the expansion of shifting cultivation. Legislatively two thinge are needed.
First the state must be given authority to control shifting cultivation.
101/
Then
the neceseary development work muet be supported with adequate finances and pereonnel.
Some work in the Congo (Kinehasa) demonstrates that much can be done in'the context of
ahifting cultivation. 121/

Complementary to control over exploitation is a policy of new and replacement
forestation. One type of policy encourages tree-planting through subsidies, tax relief,
conferring of land title, or any combination of these, in exchange for planting and
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T. Francois, That Should a Basic Forest Law Contain? 15 Unasylva 140, 146 (1961).
Law No. 68-8, supra n.I5, art. 20.
Cf. Malagasy Republic Ordonnance No. 62-121, 1 Oct. 1962, arts. 3-4;
Philippines Administrative Code § 2751.
F. Jurion & J. Henry, De l'Agriculture Itingrante A 11Arericultare IntensifiSe
(Bruxelles 1967).

maintenance.
In the United States 222/ and New Zealand 1.0.Y subsidies are available
for newly established woodlands. In both cases, the eayments continue over a period of
years which roughly corresponds to the time needed for the trees to mature.
In Costa
Rica forestation of certain land is required, but the land is thereby exempted from property
taxes. 12//
In Turkey, forestation brings relief from property and personal taxes
(presumably those in respect of the land forested, although the law does not eay) for a
period of fifty years. Cne who forests state land receives title to it after five years
as long as the forest io protected by him. 128/
A similar provision applies in
222/

Forestation is also a mandatory part of scme forest laws. Xexico required all
loggere to reforest the cut area.
222/ In Poland, that land which is moat euitable for
forestry (considering also the economics of the enterprise) must be foreeted at the owner's
expense. 111/
Jordan han attempted to make forestation a public duty. 112/
The
Venezuelan Ministry of Agriculture may order reforestation on private land at private
expense in "protection zones" (defined areas particularly susceptible to erosion or
important for water supply). 111/
For smallholders the application of such provisions
would be tantamount to eviction. Where land ought to be forested according to the criteria
of national policy, provieion must be made for the settlement of the former inhabitants.
Only Venezuela seems to make explicit reeettlement provisions. 12.41

Some laws attempt to treat all forest users equally, and tney risk administrative
defeat when they do. Illiterate people are in a poor position to filo written petitions
and plana of exploitation. Cutters of medicinal herbs do not do the sane damage 88 cutters
of trees and it is a waste of reaources to attempt to regulate the former while the
latter continues. What seems to produce such insppropropriate responses to foreet problems
is a lack of knowledge of what thoee probleme are. In too maay cases forests are not
demarcated, so even the locus of the problem remains illdefined. 11,./
Intelligent forest
regulation must begin with a good idea of the nature of the forest resources, the identity
of their users, and the means of control appropriate to those users and their activities.
In other worde, there must be a forest policy baeed on knowledge of resources and needs,
and there must be a pattern of regulation appropriate to the national context. Otherwiee
money, trained personnel, and legiulative energy will be wasted on the wrong legiulation
while opportunitiee to enact tho right legislation go unrealized.

1R/
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112
121/
122/
111/
114/
112/

7 U.S.C. § 1838 (Supp. IV 1969); 16 U. S.C. §§ 568-568e (1964).

Farm Forestry Act 1962; Forestry Encouragement Grants Regulation, 13 April 1970;
Forestry Encouragement Act 1962.
Ley Forestal, 9 March 1959, art. 20.
Forest Law, art. 63 (No. 6831 of 1956).
Law No. 6818, supra n.15, art. 48.
Forest Act, supra n.4, art. 79.
Act of 14 June 1960, °enva n.98, art 23.
Act No. 15 of 1962; cf. :alaesey Republic Ncret No. 65-034, 27 Jan. 1965.
Forestry, etc. Law, supra n.4, art. 41.
Decreto No. 1.333, supra n.41, art. 59.
Franiois, supra n.101, at 142-45.

c.
Grazin. - Grazing control ie often dietributed among several laws, in part
reflecting the difference between forest and range grazing.
Where pastoralism is the
dominant economic activity, protection of grazing lands and development of more productive
grazing patterns will go hand in hand. But where grazing is a part-time activity that
resulte in deetruction of forests, orchards, or water conserving ground cover, protection
of those resourcee might appropriately be undertaken even at a loas of animal production.
Where goat raising is a supplementary contribution to income, attempts to eliminate it are
commonly eeen. But where herding is the primaey source of income, it cannot be eliminated
in the absence of suitable alternative employment.
This fundamental distinction must
be borne in mind in framing grazing legiolation.

The most important cause of grazing problems is tho exiotence of free grazing.
Where fodder is free, grazing ie inordinately profitable to the grazier, although he
might make a loss if he bore the cost of the damage his animals do to the public land. 116/
Where grazing causes damage to foreste, or destroys the water holding potential of the soil,
the lose to the grazier may be non-existent and it will certainly not be very visible to
him, especially if he is also nomadic. Where free grazing exists, it also prevents
controlled use of the range because of the comnetition among graziers, none of whom can
prevent others from destroying what his forebearance might have saved. Therefore,
legislation must deal with the twin problems that customary grazing in actually heavily
subsidized and that graziers have a great disincentive to preserve range quality.
The basis of grazing legielation must be the establishment of a governmental interest
in grazing lands. It is obviously difficult suddenly to appropriate the basis of
livelihood of a large eegment of the population, but the baeis for regulation of usage
can be laid. Where a recognition of ultimate national ownerehip existe grazing fees may
be established. 112/
But it is more comman to include grazing control among the eame
type of regulatory powers as other coneervation lawe.
112/ Grazing may be formally
prohibited except by permission, 112/ or the
wer to regulate it may be delegatea to
the appropriate adrainistrative authority.
120
Sometimes fees are imposed at the same
-.-r
time. 121/ Collecting money fees from peo1
p e with little caoh income may be impossible,
but in other circumetanceu, moderate fees might be seen as an acceptable replacement for
the harasement caused in enforcing coercive regulations.
After the establishment of the
principle of public control over grazing, Puitable eyeteme of management must be
introduced. 122
Where grazing io a secondary activity, management might consiet in
nothing more thAn controle imposed from above.
But where reduction in grazing
activity will be strongly resisted, the grariers must be enlisted in a programme of range.
improvement. Here a combination of governmental guidance and cooperation of users could
be useful. When demonstrationn have shown that more can be realized from controlled,
cooperative grazing than otherwise, the weight of local opinion could be used to eneure
that elmn ttle dou'Aers comply with a sound management plan. A grazing district would be

El/

116/

Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N. Goat-Raising Policies in the Mediterranean and
Near East Regions 5 (1965).
Cf. United Statee Taylor Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C.
315 et seq. (1964).
Zambia Conservation Act, evora n.15,
23.
Such prohibition seems limited to particular zones, usually forest, or to
particular animals, usually goats. Cf. e.g., Turkey Forest Law art. 19 (No. 6831
of 1956); Cyprus Goato Law, supra
Zambia Conservation Act, eupra n.15,
23.
Cf. Cyprus Shepherds, Licenoing Law, supra n.26, El 4(4). U.S. Taylor Grazing Act,
supra n.117.
Food & Agrie. Org. of the U.N., Soil Conservation - An International Study
131-39 (Washington 1948); Richard C. 1Taw, The Conservation of Natural Resources
64-65 (London 1959).
See FAO, Goats, euera n.116, at 3 (Yugoslavia).
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222/

122/
121/

appropriate,

but they

seem not to exist in developing countries.

121/

The advantages of controlled grazing are well demonstrated. But preventing
encroachment on protected areae ie sufficiently difficult that it is usually confined
to protection of non-grazing resources. Forest laws are used to control or prohibit fornst
grazing where it ia a problem. 122/
It is commonly defined as treapans to allow animals
to enter forests without permission, and fines or imprisonment are the common penalties.
126/ Another penalty miett be forfeiture of the beasts involved, since it is roughly
scaled to the gravity of the offence, and it does not depend on establishing ownership.
Animals are often owned by someone other than the herder, and he himeelf will not
necessarily be in the vicinity of the herd. Where grazing is of such importance that the
only eignificance of protected foresto to local people is the fodder they offer,
protection lePislation inevitably fails. It may best succeed where the local people also
have an interest in the protected land (especially so when orchards and goats are in
competition).
Then grazing ie less likely to be a nole source of income, and a
modicum of local cooperation in enforcement may be expected.

ET/

Controlling herd size is generally given as the competing approach to control of
grazing areae, although there is no conflict between the two.
Herd eizes are most often
controlled in Mediterranean countries with goat problems. Free ranging goats may be
banned altogether, as in certain areas of Cyprus
Yugoslavia. 122/
Cyprus
has concurrently limited the size of goat herds.
Again, herd eize regulations eeem
most effective where grazing in a secondary activity of diminishing importance. Where
it is economically essential, compennation merely for animals no longer used will be
inadequate incentive to cease grazing because of the lack of alternative employment.
Because the free grazing represents so much of the value in goat raising, compensation
only for the goats cannot be expected to bring sufficient capital to enable the ex,grazier
to create hia own employment opportunities in another line. 131/

!/
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A third approach to grazing control ie to accept that the activity cannot be
eliminated and to rationalize it. Either through control of grazing permits, or through
general stocking regulations, 122/ attempts are made to keep grazing within the limits
of range capacity. Imposition of such limits is extremely difficult in the aboence of a
popular appreciation that controlled grazing with fewer animals will produce greater
returnz.
133/
Demonstrations have shown that untutored people can manage a eystem of

124/
125/

12/

121/
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132/
222/
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Morocco provides for pasture improvement districts, but specifically forbidA
grazing associatione within the district. Dahir No. 1-69-171, 25 July 1969,
art. 4. No other provision appears to allow herder narticipation in the
operation of the districts.
Cf., e.g., Lebanon Forest Law, 1 Jan. 1949, art. 23.
Compare, e.7, !iji Forest Ordinance, supra n.3, § 12(b)(i), with id. § 30(1).
See T. Franvis, Land Lawe and Uses Control Measures, Licensing, etc., in FAO,
Goats, supra n.116, Doc. 4, at 6-7.
ToTt; Law, supra n.26
FAO, Goats, sunra n.116, at 3.
Shepherds' Licensing Law, sunra n.26.
T. Franvis, The Social ana-ninomic Costs of Planned Coat-Crazing, in PAO, Coate,
supra n.116, Doc. 2, at 2.
Ee;77orrocco Dahir No. 1-69-171, 25 July 1969, art. 6; Syria Legislative Decree
113:65, 20 July 1966; Zambia Conservation Act, aura n.15,
23.
See L. Schuyler Fonaroff, Concervation and StoeinTauction on the Navajo Tribal
Ranp.o, Readings in Resource Management and Conservition 348 (I. Burton ,c
A. Kates eds., Chicago 1965).

controlled grazing, 134/ but there is little to suggest that they will install it
without evidence of profitability. This requires not just legislation, but also public
management or at least direction. Such management, combined with the ultimate sanction
of revocation of grazing rights, seons to offer the possibility of protecting range land
and raising grazing productivity. 112/

3.

Conclusion

Soil conservation legislation should vary in specifics, in order to fit different
national situations. But in every country, it should be based upon legislative
determination of fundamental policy, made in the context of a general resource policy.
Cropping, forestry and grazing all use the soil, often competitively. Each has its
particular requirements and economic importance.
A country largely forested, with a
shortage of food, requires a different policy from one with denuded hillsides and
surplus animal population. Shifting cultivation requires an approach different from
intensive rice growing. It is important to identify the resources and their uses, and
to establish priorities which will accomplish the greatest level of conservation within
the financial and administrative capacity of the nation.
Too many problems affect the
land merely to prescribe soil conservation as the only goal.
There are too many specifics
from which to choose. Only if an objective in set - less goats, more tres, or the
minimum erosion - will results follow.

211/
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Food & Agrie. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion by
Control on Cultivated Landa 229-30 (Rome 1965)1
Development Work in Ioil and Water Conservation
supra n.70, at 313, 321; A.T. Semple, Grassland
Cf. Marion Clawson & R.
57-60, 84-88 (Baltimore

Burnell
1957).

Water: Some Measures for its
E.W. Russell, Recent Research and
in East Africa, Xarachi Sympos.,
Improvement 121 (London 1970).

Held, The Federal Lands: Their Use and Eanagment

INSTITUTIONS FOR SOIL CONSERVATION

One obstacle to a coil conservation programme lies not in designing appropriate
legislation of primary conduct, but in designing appropriate institutions to effectuate
the laws. At the field level, land users must be induced to follow desired practices.
The legislature alno requires some expert assistance in developing policy and an expert
administration to translate it into action.
Legislation that does not aim at fulfilling
these functions might produce an impressive administrative structure, but it is unlikely
to produce much soil conservation.
An ideal soil conservation programme would require a large institutional structure.
Both adaptive and original soil and crop research should be undertaken. Dissemination
of the information and pereussion or land-users involve° intensive work over a
nor the
considerable period. But moet countries poseess neither the reBearchers
staff
for an ideal programme.
So a description of the necessary activities of a
soil coneervation agency cannot be taken as a blueprint for universal adoption. Rather
it will indicate the extent of the task and imply some sense of priority where it is
imposeible to do everything.

1/

2/

A.

DDCISION-MAKING

Succeseful conservation practice requires bodies with the ability and authority to
make the underlying decisions. In practice the role will continue as long as the
conservation programme. At the lowest level it may be performed by the same person who
introduces conservetion measures. But it beam emphasis that soil conservation requires
important decisions to be made before it can wisely be put into practice.

1.

National Resources

Folksy

The funiamental allocation of reeources and finances within a nation must be
determined at the highest level. It is basically a legislative function, but it also
requires eubstantial expertise. A national resources planning body reporting either to the
This entity would be
Cabinet or to a legislative committee is an apprcpriete solution.
responsible for indentifying national resources, for calculating the effects of resource
uses, and for determining resource needs. It should consider all natural resources;
because of the competitiveand complementary qualities of different resources and unes.
Financing is also competitive, and planning must take account of the difference in
prospective returns from the possible investments in resource conservation and
development.
Where funde are scarce, it is hardly sound planning to leave national
conservation policy to depend on the varioue minieterel Skill at bureaucratic in-fighting.
Nor is resource management a field which can reasonably wax and wane according to the
annual moods; of the budget director. It requirea long-term, resource-oriented coordination.

1/
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Cf. St. G.C. Cooper, Agricultural Research in Tropical Africa 130-38 (Nairobi 1970).
0.W. Chang, The Present Status of Agricultural lbctension Development in Asia
and the Far East-(iGe 1960).
Zambia has a Natural Resources Advieory Board in charge of rerource conservation,
subject to the Ninister of Lands and Natural Resource°. It comprises the Director
of Agriculture and the heads of forestry, fisheries, veterinary, and landp cervices
among others. Natural Resources Conservation Act 110 4, 9 (No. 53 of 1970),

JE.g.,

2.

The Soil Programme

The determination of priorities within the soil programme MUDi be made by a
technically competent body operating within the overall resource policy.
To the extent
that a comprehensive soil programme is not possible, certain of these decisions
should have been made in defining the place of the soil programme in the nation.
Colombia provides an example. There the coil conservation programme was initially limited
to the coffee-growing areas, then made more comprehensive. 41
In other countries, goat
laws reflect a determination that goato represent a problem requiring particular emphasis.
But even within the constraints of the legislative programme, the most promising linee
of research and most practicable solutions for soil problems remain to be determinad.
The organization that performs thio function is the research section of the soil
Its composition would therefore vary according to the problema presented. Where
one 'ype of soil occurs over a broad region, an international soil reoearch otation could
contribute. But if a single tribe's attitude to land is unique, effort would have to be
directed to the tribal area. Because soil, climate and people occur in so manY
combinations, there are many worthwhile approaches to soil conservation. Deopite what has
been said about the need for national reeources coordination, programme execution
decioions may often best be made by agencies concerned with a single use or problem. At
the sane time, one may and ahould have oections which deal with common problems. But the
precise relationship should depend on national circumstances. F,ost importantly, where
there are not facilities for studying all problems, it will be better to concentrate on ene
field, however narrow.
service.

The basic unit of all these decision° is the individual land user. What is implied
in national land policy is the behaviour of these individuals. And a national plan must
be made, so must the situation of the individual farmer, crazier, or forest user be
analysed. A trained field staff is meded to conduct local soil studies and make individual
economic and managerial assessments. If the personnel for this activity does not exist,
the entire programme must be oriented to those uses for which peruonnel suffices.
This
might mean a concentration on plantation farming and on commercial timber exploitation.
But conservation activity can hardly be called policy if it neglects planning for the
resource user.

B.

PROGitA17 E EDJTION

Conducting soil conservation activity is not easily separable from some of the
decision.omaking functions, eopecially at the user level. But the institutional
requirements are not identical.
For example, information on soils and practices may
come from a variety of sources, some of them national and some of then not.
But
recommendation or compulsion of particular practices is very much a national prerogative.
Within the country, deciding among resources should be done by a relatively detached but
knowledgeable body, whereas effectuating particular programmes may require a certain
evangelism. The degree to which these attributes can be combined in the sane agency cannot
be specified, but the poosibility of conflict between eooential functions should be
considered in creating the institutions upon which an effective programme will depend.

A/

Compare Ley sobre Economia Forestal de la Naci6n y Conservacio6n de Recursos
/4aturales Renovables (No. 2 of 1959) with Pan Am. Union Dep't of Econ. & So-.
Affaris, Report on Conservation of Renewable Resources in Latin America 13
(Washington 19',01.

Variety among soil conservation organizations is appropriate because both conservation
problems and administrative resources differ so much among nations. In countries without
consequential erosion problems it seems unnecessary to establish the sort of agency that
Nor could such an agency function in the
exists in the United States or New Zealand.
absence of a large pool of soil specialists. A small number of trained people might best
be used to train others instead of being nade administrators of programmes that do not
function 1-ecause there is no field staff.
A basic distinction lies between countries where a single agency is responsible
for all conservation work, and those rith soecial bodies resoonsible for particular uses,
or even particular solutions. The United States has at least fi'm agencies involved in
conservation of soil,
while ali concentrates all soil conaervation functions in the
forest administration. y The value of each approach depends upon the level at which the
administration is differentiated, but certain ccnclusions seem generally applicable.

2/

Whe-e different uses affect the same land, a single agency should have responsibility.
Almost every country annlies this principle at least in part. In the United States, the
National Forests are officially dedicated to "multiple usage," 2/ which means at least
recreation, timber, grazing, wildlife, mining, and water conservation. Yet the Forest
Service is responsible for all forest uses. In New Zealand, all ases in soil conservation
Forest
reservations are aubject to the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council.
eervices ueually control forest grazing, and where shifting cultivation is important,
The basis of such unitary control is that
they control agricultural activity aleo. 2/
the resource is unitary. The same tree may be felled for timber, shirting cultivation, a
mine, or a aki trail.
It must be protected against all these threats if it is to be
protected at all. Even where foresta are not ubiqvitous, shifting cultivation may be so
important that a single agency is required to take account of all cropland and all forest
resources. Otherwise, advocate° of cropland conservation could promote a policy of leen
intensive land use at the same time that forestry policy was excluding shifting
cultivators from the forest. Either both policies would end in defeat, or farmers would
be driven from the land.

3/

A complementary principle is that a single user ohould not be responsible to the
control of competing agencies. Even where overt conflicts in policy are averted, it is
confusing to receive advice from two experts, each of whom emphasizes his particular
interest. 12/
From the standpoint of mompower utilization it io wasteful to set two
agencies to the task of devising a farm management plan for the same farmer. And the
goodwill gained througb ouccessful intro,luction of new production techniques would be
useful in introducing soil conservation, and it should be so used. The exception to the
single user..single agency principle is that reglilatory functions should not be undertaken
by agricultural development workers.
They cannot inspire the neceseaiç confidence in their
recommendations if they are Been as a variety of rural policeman. 1

4/

21/

Soil Conservation Service, Agricultural ConservRtion Programme, Extension
Service, Forest Service, Bureau.of Land Management.
Cf. Law No. 68-8, 17 Feb. 1968, 17 Food & Agrio. Leg. No. 4 (1968).
Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act 1960, 16 U.S.C. 04 528 et
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act WI 16(4), 20(2).73 (No. 12 of 1941).
as amended.
See, e.p.a Philippines Administrative Code §§ 1816.
ZT7 RôTe-rt J. Morgan, Governing Soil Conservation: Thirt Years of the New
Decentralization 88-170 (Baltimore, n.d. 1965; Unites otatee Comm'n on Org. of the
Exec. Br. oi the Gov't - Hoover - Comm'n), Dep't of Agric. 13-14 (Washington 1949).
See Chang, sunra n.2, at 3; J.M.A. Fenders, The Role of Rural EXtension in
Developing Countries, Rural Extension at the Crosoroads 54, 63 (Fenders ed.,
Wageningen, Netherlands 1963).

rq. (1964).

Where different uses, technical skills, and social organizatione are relevant to
different land, and there is overall coordination of resource policy, different agencies
may appropriately control parts of the soil conservation programme. For example, where
there is a clear distinction between forest and cropland, there is good cause for agency
specialization. The ecientific knowledge, the educational mission, and the management
possibilities of the forest ranger and the acTricultural development worker differ. The
organizational bias ehould differ, too. The forest ranger polices and manages a resource
over which he has basic control. Agricultural devslopment seeks to involve people in a
new method of managing resources over which they have basic control. Essentially, only
knowledge of soils ir relevant to both. Here is an example of the divergence between the
decision making and administrative recuirenents of soil conservation. The overall policy
must be coordinated. And researcn on the se soil which might support trees in one place
and corn in another is essentially one task. But policing the foreste and educating the
farmerc are very different.
Whether eoil conservation should exist independently from other agricultural
organizations depends larEely on the administrative resources available and on the
relative importance of the conservation programme.
If establishing a conservation agency.
recuires depriving the rest or agriculture of scarce personnel, it could be a serious
mistake. Soil conservation often depends on the sophistication and prosperity of the
fa rr population.
12/
To detract from efforts to enLance these could deprive conservation
of the necessary background. Instead, to educate the agriculture department
and
especially field personnel
about conservation could accomplish as much immediately and
considerably more over time. But there may still exist a basic conflict between maximum
production presently and in the future. If one agency is responsible for both, a certain
confusion of purpose might be inevitable.

1.

Directorial Responsibility

Where it is possible, a conservation programme must be directed by a particular
person or agency. There must be a figure to represent the conuervRtion interest in the
allocation of financial and administrative resources; and the lower levelu of activity must
be managed, especially if they are not performed by the soil conservation agency itself.
No nation has infinite funds. Projects trust be advocated or they do not receive necessary
legislative support. Becauue conservation is frequently susceptible to varying definitions,
there must be someone with a commitment to it who can explain the case for soil concervation.
Similarly the people who eventually work with resource users must he made aware of the
value of soil conservation. If they are general agricultural extension people it will be
necessary to renind them that their job is not simply to increase production of export
crops, but also to see that the soil is maintained for next year's and the next generation's
crops. Public land managers must be prodded by someone with a specific interest in
conservation to prevent over-use of resources at the instance of locally important
concessionaires. Whatever the source, conflicts with a sound conservation policy must be
countered by a powerful organizational influence in favour of conservation.

1Z/

See Kelvin G. Blase & John F. Timmons, Soil Erosion Control
Problens and
Procrens, Readings in Resource Kanagement and Conservation 333 (I. Burton &
H. Katee eds., Chicago 1965); New Zealand Nat'l Wat. & Soil Conserv. Author.,
Rep.. for the Year Ended 31 rara 1970, at 8 (Wellington 1970); A.U. van den Ban,
The Adoption Procesn, Rural Extension at the Crossroads, supra, at 104.

2.

Field Staff

At lower levels, the organizational requirements depend on the use being regulated.
Large, professionally manaF,ed estates require the smallest and simplest adminintration
by theetate. Political difficulties may arise in enforcement, but the work of
educating and supervising large numbers of independent operatives will not be necessary.
This statement depends of course on the actuality of management. Large estates operated
by sharecoppers are not usually managed in a way to obviate administrative difficulties.
But where a single person or firm is in fact responsible for a large area, scarce manpower
can be efficiently applied to induce conserving activities. Ihere particular rules
exist, they can be enforced without putting anyone in fear of hie livelihood.
Where the
activity would be personally beneficial, one man can be educated to the fact and
thousands of acres, instead of five, can be connerved.
At the other extreme are small, traditional land users. There are many whose
practices must be changed, and one finds great resistance to it. It is generally
conoidered that a large, trained field staff is required to study individual situations,
offer technical assistance, conduct educational programme(' and supervise credit and subsidy
arrangements. Opinions and conditions vary, but on a general estimate lees than one
extension agent to every 1200 farmers could generally be coneidered inadequate. 11/
Soil conservation woekers would not have all the responsibilities of general extension
agents, but it is doubtful that a nation with only a few extension agents would wish to
create a separate agency solely for the promotion of soil conservation.
Therefore, a
nation without a sufficient number of trained staff may not be prepared to undertake a
comprehensive soil conservation programme. This institutional limitation should be
realized when framing soil conservation legislation. If there are not aufficient people
to reach
all farmers, reliance on individual persuasion in misplaced. Perhaps large
users should be the target, or there might be a defined area where problems are the
greatest and staff could be concentrated. Or other means may have to be devieed for
reaching the land user.

Cooperative farming offers one hope for introducing soil conservation in spite of
fragmented holdings and a shortage of extension workers.
Although each man continues
to farm his own land, owners of adjoining plots can nave labour by consolidating fields.
An operation, like ploughing, can be shared and conducted along the contour instead of
along old property linen. Where large enough areas are encloeed, it can become feasible
to fence stock, allowing a pasture rotation. And a group accustomed to working together
can be approached more efficiently by limited numbers of conservation workers.
In some
cases traditional local leaders can be pertuaded to lend their prestige to soil
conservation. Because of the importance farmers place upon adoption of new techniques

1/

11/

14/

A.T. Mosher, Creatinr, a ProPressive Rural 3tructnre 121 (New York 1969);
cf. C.I. Chang, Comparative 'e:xtension L;tudies in Asia, Rural Extension at
the Croseroade, supra n.11, at 39, 47 (One agent to 641Do farms is adequate
in Japan, "where farm people live in compact villages, with a high degree of
literacy."); aichard Bradfield, The Role of Educated People in Agricultura).
Development, Agricultural Sciences for the Developing Nations 95, 101
(A. !!,oseman ed., Washington 1964).
O. 'Schiller, Co-operative Farming and Individual Farning on Co-operative Lines,
Rural Extension at the Crossroads, supra n.11, at 145; ce. P.C. Chambers, Planned
Croup-Farming in Nrnza Province, Kenyat 6 United Nations Sci. Conf, on the Conserv.
and Utilization of Resources, Pro, 102 (New York( 1951); United Nations, Progreso in
Land Reform - Fifth Report 46-4751-(New York 1970).

by their neighbours, 15/ emphasis upon selecting and training appropriate local farmers
ahould be far more effective than trying to --convert an entire village at once.
There are even regional leaders whose prestige can deciuively influence the practices of
the individual farmers. 11/
Contact ifs still important
but much of its usefulness
can be multiplied through proper IWO of existing influences.

/Y

Whether soil conservation is taught and advocated on every farm, or only in every
village, an organization must exint to infom and direct the conservation workers. The
organization can either be an independent service such as the Soil Conservation Service
of the United States or it can work through the general agricultural extension service.
Either form would atill require specifically conservationoriented direction.
The great advantage of a separate soil conservation agency at the user level lies in
the single purpoee such an agency would have. It could most effectively promote soil
conservation because that would be ita central
rather than perifersl
task. Where the
conservation agency is allowed to engage in programmes designed to raise immediate
productivity there is some evidence it will do so, even while maintaining a basic
commitment to coaservation. 12/
Such dilution of purpose may be desirable for
coordinating purposes, but where it is not wanted it should be guarded againut.
If a separate eoil conservation service exists, it is necessary to coordinate its
activities with the extension service. At the verv least the twn agencies cannot be
allowed to offer conflicting advice to the farmer. By design they would each emphasize
different aspects of farming, but they should atill operate within a coherent national
policy. If such a policy does not exist, organizational competiti.on may help to form one.
Indeed, in some instances, if the competition uepended primarily upon farmer acceptance,
possibly the soil conservation service may deviate from its conservation purpose rather
than the extenaion agency alter its emphaais upon maximum current production. 22/
A aeparate soil conservation nervice operating within a sound national policy might
poseibly face the difficulty of persuading farmers to adopt its practices. It je commonly
accepted that farmers adopt newpractices piecemeal if possible.
If the first stage works,
the agency which has promoted it has earned a reserve of goodwill which can be I.:Bed to
induce the adoption of something further, perhaps something more difficult or offering leas
immediate profit. But the return from some soil conservation may be rather distant in time,
and, if so, it may be difficult to persuade farmers of the advantages. When the
conservation programe cannot offer immediately attractive aosistance, how then can it get
started? Subsidies are of course important, and they are used. 22/ But it seems equally
reaeonable and ultimately cheaper to introdace conservation technieues into the eequence
of general agricultural development. The goodwill established by the man eho introduces
hybrid corn should be as useful in promoting contour ploughing as in persuading people to
use fertilizar. 21/

4/
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12/

12/
22/
22/
24/
L/
22/
-
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R. Burnell Held & Marion Clawnon, Soil Conservation in Perspective 255 (Baltimore
Cf. Ren6 L. Ambroise, Rapport au Gouvernerent du Mali sur la Conservation du Sol
15, passim (Rome 1969).
See Arthur F. Rapar, Rural Development in Action
The Comprehensive Exnerience
at Comilla, :as: Pakistan (Ithaca, New York 1970).
Prederick C. Fliegal, et al., Agricultural Innovations in Indian Villa.:es
38 (Hyderabad 1968).
Cf. Held & Clawson, supra n.15, at 69-75; W. Robert Parks, Soil Conservation
Districts in Action 144 (Ames, Iowa 1952).
See Held & Clawson, atErt n.15, at 69-75.
Henry F. Lionberger, Aik4;tion of New Ideas and Practices 105 (Amen, Iowa 1960).
See e e Tunioia Decret No. 64-81, 12 March 1964.
See Held & Clawson, supra n.15, at 86, tab.4.
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1965).

The need to gain farmer confidence and to assure that he is advised according to a
single policy implies that only one agency should undertake to promote the whole range

of desired agricultural practices. But the implication is not absolute. AlthouPh
administratively neater, and theoretically more efficient, if the existing agricultural
service agency is hostile or indifferent to soil conservation, it will not produce an
effective programme. An extension agent tranmnits not just technical information, but
often his own faith in it. At the sane time he must make quite subjective determinations

of what should be done on a particular farm. The scope for transmutation of policy through
agent bias is broad. Before a particular form of organization can be prescribed, this bias
and its strength must be ascertained. Strong hostility to conservation might indicate
that a completely separate soil conservation agency should be established. Lack of understanding or indifference could be dealt with in an intermediate way, perhaps with regional
soil conservation officers who would advise and prompt the generalists who worked directly
with farmers. And where an enthusiasm for soil conservation already exists, it can be
strengthened through enhanced technical support.

In most developing countries the possibility of creating a comprehensive soil
conservation field service seems remote because of the shortage of trained staff; and
this predicament may force the choice of a single all-purpose agency. But a shortage
of staff suggests that agency bias againnt soil conservation will not be severe problems,
because a small, growing organization will be altered merely by the addition of new
personnel. The national direction of soil conservation must have a role in the
agricultural training programme and it must have a definite call upon the field staff.
There must be someone with conservation responsibilities who can observe and influence

field staff. Then where the extension service is still in the process of coming into

being, it should be possible to instill a bias in favsur of soil conservation, greatly
alleviating the administrative difficulties of a joint organization. Forest and grazing
services already exhibit successful hybridization of this sort, but agricultural soil

conservation agencies do not appear to be formally connected with other rural development.
Where many users compete for the same resource, as in range grazing and uncontrolled

forest exploitation, the state should consider prxticipating in the management of the
land. Unless all users help to conserve, those who do will not fully benefit from their
conservation. Active forest management is quite common, 25/ although lack of personnel
often limits the role of the forester. Where the staff exists, foresters are very
successful at sorting out loggers, hunters, graziers, and recreational users;
this despite the fact that some forest users pay directly for their use and others do not.
But public control over public lands only extends as far as the ra_ii7er's eye. Beyond that,
overgrazed range and forest and ruined watersheds are the rule. 27
2./1/

See, e.g.,L Vala;*asy Republic Arrtt6 No. 1320, 20 Earch 1968. The soil conservation

serviCS-Tart. 5) is directed to coordinate soil conservation activities with other

asTicultural agencies, but there is no formal authority to engage non-SCS personnel
in conservation work. Art. 12. But see Tunisia Loi No. 615-17, 27 Yay 1963, arts. 2.-5,
8 (state assistance to associations formed both for soil conservation and general
farm management).

22 Approximately three-fourths of the world foreste are publicly owned. United
Nations, Land.Reform, supra n.14, at 144.
See Cyprus, Yin. Agrie. & Nat. Resources, worest Depot, Ji. Sub-Convon en Mediterranean Forestry Problexls, 10 SeES., Country Rep. - Republic of Cypruf:,
pt. 2, tr. at 5 (1968); Herbert Kaurman, The Forest Ranf7er - A Study in Adminintrative
Behaviour 47-64, 203-41 (Baltimore 1960.)
El/ Cf. Ghaus Yuhammad Khattak, Range Land Problems in Went Pakistan, in Sympos. on
Soil Erosion & Its Control in the Arid & Serd-Arid Zones, Pro. 189-TEaracld 1957).

3.

Conservation Districts

Districts for soil conservation are a common feature of legislation.
2d/ Some
.:ere originally advocated ecause of an intention to have comprehensive soil coneervation
programmes embracing entire watersheds;
and plans devised for an entire watershed and
adhered to by all land-users have proved tenable.
However, if all soil conservation

22/

schemen had to await the cooperation (vnlqntary or othenrise) of everyone their number
would be reduced, 12/ so conservation agencies have generally had to allow for this
factor when planning their programmes.

II/

There are sound reasons for conservation work on a watershed or similar basis. Soil
detached by eroeion can cause considerable damage to the land it finally settles on. Soil bearing hater generally carries its load to the foot of the acope or to local flood
plain. 12/
Deposited ailt may maintain the fertility of bottom lands,
but it can
also cover growing crops, plug soil pores (retarding drainage), and silt up water control
structures.
WindErodible soil conditions aleo enhance flooding danger. 12/
blom soil causes significant damage on neighbouring land, especially when it is deposited
on Trowing crops. 1_61
But these external effects do not compel the choice of
comprehensive action or nothing. nost of the damage caused by erosion occurs to the land
fron which the eoil is taken. That damage can be controlled through individual efforts.
Mere intense runoff or landslides from uphill land occur, cooperation is necessary. But
lesser externalitiee ehoqld not divert the programme from piecemeal efforts that farmers
will accept.

II/

Districts seem moot appropriate in controlling competitive exploitation where
universal cooperation is in fact neceesary. They have proved effective in range
management where the incursion of non-members could be controlled. 31/

13.,a., Cyprus Soil Conservation Lawe 4 7, Laws of Cypres c.94 (1959);
Zambii-Uoneervation Law, supra n.3,
17.
22/ Morgan, supra n.10, at 17-44.
Cf. Held & Clawson, supra n.15, at 277; New Zealand Nat'l Wat. & Soil Connery.
Tithor., supra n.12, --Z7-9. But cf. Parks, supra n.19, at 147-59 (compulsory
land-use regu ations adopted by local vote in some wind erosion areae).
11/ See florgan, supra n.10, at 156-58; cf. id. 359-62. Part of the problem in the
United States has been diversion of SCS efforts to the practicee of the Agricultural
Conservation Programme, which SCS doce not control. By 1969 the SCS had made basic
conservation plans for 3i17,1, of United States fanms. A Better Environment for All
Peonle, 35 Soil Coneerv. 135, 136 (1970).
12/ :TP;1-7c Agric. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion by Water: Some Measures for its Control
on Cultivated Landa 29 (tome 1965).
2(2/

See,

Li

T. 31-34; Helmut
÷31/(Yr7T-4-36.
York 1959).

See Kohnke & Bertrand, supra, at 236-38.
Agric. Org. of t1:177u., Soil Eorsion b 'lind and Measures for its
Control on Agricultural Lands 5-0 (Rome 196)).
See Cypruu, Country Ren., aunra n.26, pt. 2, at 2; Omar Draz, The "Hema"
System of Ranrp Reserves in the Arabian Peninsula (FAO Doc. PL:P?C/13, Rome
1969).
FAO, Uater, supra n.32, at 229-36; T. Franqois, Land Laws And Uses
Control Meesures, Licensing, etc., in Food & .1,(3TiC. Org. of the U.N.,
Goat-Raining Policies in the Mediterranean and Near Cast Regions, Doc. 4,
at G (19651;
I. Aussell, Recent Research and Develonment jork in Soil and
:later Conservatioa in East rrica, Karachi Sympos., supra n.27, at 313, 321;
A.T. Semple, Grasnlr.nd Ltprovement 121 (London 1970).
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Kohnke & Anson R. Bertrand, Soil Conservation 239-40. (New

Whether the group of graziers are denominated a district or not, they must all participate
in any stock reduction or grazing control echeme. Merely conntituting a district does
not eliminate the neceesity of educating and guiding the stock-owners, but a formalization
of the group provides a good means of persuading laggards to allo;: an improvement eche
to go forward: avoiding government restrictione on what seems free land may be easier
than resisting an overwhelming vote of one's neighbours.
Where universal cooperation is not essential, districts composed of local land-users
People in formal
can still serve as an educational am m of the soil conoervation service.
association with a programme are more likely to act to implement the programme goals.
But local participation does not assure programme success. Districts still depend both for
One study of dietrict
technical help and for motivation upon conservation workers. 2W
officere indicates that they do not always fulfill the local advocacy function they
The same study indicates uneven success in the use of districts as local
3.2,/
should.
One may conclude that they help coneervation workers, but
adrinistrative units./1G/
that they should not be considered as substitutes in the primary task of educating and
persuading farmers. There in no evidence that conservation districts can replace a
large, trained conservation field staff.
Some sort of local repreuentative body is extremely useful in allocating the coste of
projecte requiring substantial works, euch as flood-control structures. There is no single
formula for asseesing the individual benefit from a project that necessarily benefits many.
L./ A formula that seems farr to those concerned can best be chosen by themselves.
General legal limits on rate:3 of taxation and methods of assessment should protect against
grose unfairneee. The use of a local body, at least to approve of this class of project,
is also desirable in order to ansure that those who must pay the bill will in fact do so.
The energy expended in explaining a project and securing local approval throueh visibly
fair meano may save greater difficulties as the project is executed. And i people will
adopt a project as - collectively - their own, it spares what may be scarce administrative
talent for other things.

C.

CCGCLUSION

institutions

should produce the maximum conservation poosible with
Soil connervation
the money and staff available. Limitations of both mean that priorities must be
established for the agency. Unless its mandate is limited it may over-extend itself; and
such over-extension is inappropriate for a programme in which intensive effort is necesnary
to produce reeults. Explicit legislative recognition of the importance of priorities in
a necessary incentive for proper agency response.
The focus of soil conservation activity must be the uner of the soil. Districts.,
field staff, and traditional leaders are woeful or not according to their ability to
induce individuals to adhere to the practicea or the soil conservation programme. And in
general, the role of trained pereonnel in essential in this rerard. This is another reason

1W

See Harold Fallding, The Group as a redium of Acricultural Extension - A Study of
the AL!ricultural Bureau of New South hales 32-33 (Sydney 1962); rorgan, supra n.10,
at

275-80.

12/ rorgan, supra n.10,
A2/ Id. 224-30, 26:4-85;
A2/

at 279.
see Parks, supra n.19.
See H. Stewart Jecsee, Financin.7 an Oklahoma Conservancy Dietrict, 17 J. Soil
& Wat. Coneerv. 13 (1962).

for confining the agency to the tasks within its competence. A proliferation of activities
sometimes implies an equal proliferation of administrators. But to achieve the mamut
soil conservation requires the simplest administration in order to free existing personnel
for field work.

Within these general constraints, national organization must accord with national
conditions. Programme objectives and institutional characteristics should influence each
other to create a realistic policy hnd an administrative structure that will faithfully
reflect that policy. A successful organization must be developed;
cannot be copied
from patterns that have succeeded in dissimilar settings.

it

SUI,T..ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Soil conservation legislation should reflect a policy based upon a comprehensive
knowledge of a country's natural resources. No nation can afford to waste resources that
soon need, nor can it conserve one at the expense of destroying other, more valuable
resources.
Soil occupies a comfortable position in a conservation policy because it does
not compete on a large scale with other natural resources. But soil uses do compete, and
much of soil conservation consists in applying the appropriate use to a piece of land.
Appropriateness is not purely a biological concept.
The land must serve the nation, and
if the need is for food, or the shortage is or investment capital, the soil programme
must respond. So must soil legislation.

it will

A.

A NATIONAL

son,

POLICY

A national soil conservation policy must determine the proper Use of the soil for both
present and futura production. National needs and methodo of agriculture will change over
the foreseeable planning period, so policy makers must weigh competing demands for which
no common measure may exist. Uncertainty is inherent in such a process but estimates can
indicate the general path a country should follow.
The first step in evolving policy
what they are doing to the soil. On a
America 2./ provides such information
worked out in terms of needed producto

is to inventory the existing land uses and estimate
large acale, the soil erosion survey of Latin
for that region. Then desired land uses must be
and the soil damage cost of producing them.

The result should indicate in general whether land clearance or forest protection is
to be emphasized (the policy would probably differ from region to region); whether grazing
is to be encouraged and improved, or phased out; whether eroding land should be shifted to
pasture or left in high value crops. It should also suggest the areas of greatest
importance, where soil damage is greatest or soil qualities are most important.
Soil conservation policy must also account for the means of implementing overall
decisiuns. Unlimited finances and staffing will not exist, so priorities have to be
established for the use of what is there. :There municipal drinking water, for example,
is threatened by uatershed deforestation, it would be part of the policy to halt the
process, even at the expense of other conservation work. But where poor land could easily
be placed under optimal management, that effort might receive higher priority than the
conservation of richer land farmed by rigid traditionalists. The considerations will
differ in each country, but the need to establish priorities will not.

2/

Conserv. Fdn. & Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., Soil Erosion Survry of Latin
America (3 parts), 9 J. Soil & Wat. Conserv. 158, 214, 215 (1954).

LMISLATION

Soil conservation laws do not appear to be based upon an explicit policy as much
as they should be. A general authority to "conserve" is frequently delegated without any
statement of particular goals. Such authority giveo the conservation agency the
flexibility to respond to new information and changing situations, but it aleo allows
it to follow a course of action which may be incompatible with broader national intereste.
Annual appropriations can be decigned to ensure administrative adherence to legislative
intentions, but such a procedure is no substitute for coordinated underlying legislation.
Legislation does not respond to policy merely by restating it. Such a statement
may have salutary effect, ac in a forest la: where it is easy to say that national policy
is for maximum timber production or for protection of existing stands. But often
legislation muet encourage or discourage specific actionu.
A scale of subsidies can
be established for certain practices on land planted in a particular crop. Or land
titles can be given either for clearing or reforestation, whichever ic locally appropriate.
But legislated rule° of agricultural practices are likely to be ineffective in the absence
of appropriate incentives and technical aseistance. They are aleo unwise where local
variations demand individual treatment. The degree of specificity should depend upon
legislative ability to evaluate and control an activity and the efficiency of more
general statements in securing appropriate administrative response.

Organization of conservation legislation into one or several statutes uhould be a
planned response to programme needs.
If a variety of agencies administer a plethora
of conservation, the exercise of consolidation will both clarify administrative
responsibility and force the legislature to consider the inter-relationships of the
programmes. But if it is only poesible to make a small start on soil oonservation,
specific legiolation directed to particular lands and uses can serve to focus administrative
attention and legislative appropriatione on the activities of highest priority.
Legislation should not te so fragmented that integrated planning of related programmes ic
impossible. But it should not encompaos a broader area than the national capacity for
action.
A fledgling soil coneervation programme cannot be uncritically baeed on a large and
well-establinhed one. The importance of soil and its exploitation are likely to di:Ter
among countries. The men and money available for a coneervation programme are not the
eame from place to place. And the people who work the land have their unique
characteristics in every country. A well-designed programme will address itself to these
factora, and the solutions it embodies will be unique to them.

INSTITUTIONS

A soil conservation programe reauires national resourees planning at a levnl of
detail appropriate to the degree of national control to be exercieed. Within the context
of national policy there must bo a director of soil conservation who will represent the
coneervation interest in national councils and direct conservation research, education and
implementation. At the field level, most countries may find it effective initially to
place reoponsibility for soil conservation in an establiehed agricultural service, advised
by soil conservation specialists. Foreetry may remain the eeparate department it usually
is, guided, of course, by national reeource policy.
Where ohifting cultivation ie an
important forest use, the forestry service should be in charge of that also;
otherwise it
should be with the soil conservation service. But whatever form the organization takes,
it must be directed toward getting necessary infermation, assistance, and inopiration to
those who use the soil.

APPODIX

SELECTFA) NATICNU SOIL CONSERVATION LEGISLATICN

I.

CYPRUS

Cyprue has a compreheneive body of laws
verning grazing, forestry, and cropland
soil conservation. The Forest Law of 1967 1J qrants complete authority to the Council
of Yinisters to constitute forests, and to include private land by compulsory purchase.
Only the Council can alienate forest land.
The Director of the Department of Forests
is authorized to control the manner and extent of private use.
The Forest Regulations
of 1967
authorize the Director to control cutting and transportation of timber. It is
eignificant that watershed protection is not one of the factors the Director is instructed
to consider in determining cutting. Grazing is authorized, but only upon declaration
of the Council of Ministers. Communal or Municipal Forests may be turned over to local
authorities for management, but subject to regulation by the Director.

1/

2/

2/

Cyprus has three laws which are directed at control of grazing.
The Tree Planting
(Village Areas) Law
allows a local Commissioner, upon a two-thirds vote of a village,
to declare a Tree Planting Area. There is no obligation to plant trees, but it becomes
an offence to maintain an animal in a tree planting area (which cannot be within 400 yarde
of the village). Camele, horsee, cattle, asses and mules may be kept on one's own land,
but only if they oresent no danger to treee in the Commissioner's opinion. In a tree
planting area, therefore, goats are effectively excluded. A more direct approach to goats
lies in the Goats Law,
which allows a village to vote to ban free-ranging goats, and
as a separata iesue, to limit other goats to five per family.
Finally, the Sheep and
Goats (Shepherds' Licensing and Control) Law fil provides for the licensing of shepherds,
requires them to control their animals, and establishes penalties including lose of
license for violations.

6/

1/

The Soil Conservation Law 2/ defines a soil measure as any measure for the
prevention or repair of erosion or sand drift; "the protection, conservation or improvement
of the land, the vegetation, the surface of the land and the soil;"
protection of water
resources;
or the "betterment" of watercourses. 12/ This is not a very limited definition,
and could lead to some confusion of purpose. The administration of the law is largely in
the hands of local Soil Dietrict Boards, normally comprising one village.
11/

1/
.J'
1/
II/

;/

21

22/
12/

No. 14,

17 Food & Agrio. Leg. No. 3 (1968).

9:1 3, 5.

Id. § 7.

IA. 6§ 9; 12-14.
(28 July) 17 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 3 (1968).
Laws of Cyprus c.100 (1959).
Laws of Cyprus 0.66
Laws of Cyprus 0.91 (1959), as amended (1965), Cyprus fin. Agric. & Nat.
Resourcee, Forest Dep't, Jt. Sub-Comm,n on Mediterranean Forestry Problems,
10th Seas., Country Rep. - Republic of Cyprus, pt. 2, at 2 (1968) (summary).
taws of Cyprus c.94 (1959).
Id. § 2.
Id.
3-10, 12-16.

The Board is elected, and the local conservation plan is approved by vote (subject
to the final approval of the Governor). The Board is empowered to make regulations
governing grazing, tillage practices, rotations and other land practices, 12/ and to
apportion coste of work according to benefit and to collect the aseesuments made. 12/
The Board can aleo hire and fire, acquire property by compulsory _purchase and dispose
of it (the latter two acto require the Governor's approval). 14/ In sum, the Board is
extremely powerful. Its actions are appealable and often subject to prior approval, but
it is primarily responsible for operating the Boil conservation scheme. It would require
close supervision indeed to prevent the local Board from operating any variant it
preferred within the broad definition of "soil conservation measure."
rhe significant limitation which does exist is that no provision for state subsidies
is made beyond the preparation of coneervation plans. Projects must be financed by
levies on the land benefitted. (Borrowing is authorized, but there is no provision for
repayment except improvement assessments.) .112/
These may apparently be paid to landowners
to do work from whicn they do not fully banexit, 16/ hnt otherwise both the village and
each inhabitant are on their own. Where major works are to be constructed, the value of
state advice could be all that in needed to induce the village to carry out the project.
But where conservation practices, Quoit as rotations or strip cropping, are concerned,
it is difficult to see how the mechaniem of the Board and its plan will induce voluntary
conservation.
Yet the requirement of local votes (which must be carried by a propertybased majority of two thirds) means that significant motivation must be voluntary.

12/
11/
11/

Id. § 12.
Id. tit) 12(1), 22(2)(3).
TU. §§ 13-16.

1541'

Id.

1_/

13(1).

Id. § 29.

II.

VALI

1/

Yali's soil problems
Yell has a single act which regulates land une generally.
2
over-intcnsive shifting cultivation in the eouth,
can be divided into two categorieo:

and nomadic herding in the deaert and sub-deuert north. y Two provisions are applicalj
le
to the north. One forbids burning north of a line which roughly divides the pro-desert
The second forbids grazing in the deeert
eteppe from the woodland and savanna area.41/
except in managed grazing areas.
Since three-fourths of the country's animals are
owned by nomads,

v

this provision seers difficult to enforce.

The main body of the law applies to the forected areas of the eouth.
It establishes
control over all forest exploitation, on state or private lande. A permit is required
to log, and other documentation is required for the transport and sale of forest
products.
Certain species of trees are protected, saving specific authorization.

1/

Clearance for cultivation is also thorougUy regulated. No fresh land clearance is
It is forbidden on erodible slopee, on slopes
permitted without written permission. 2/
steeper than thirty-five degrees, where certain protected species exist (exceptione can be
made), and in areas of water catchment and flow. ly
Burning is not allowed for the
purpooe of killing trees or buch, although this provision may be waived. 11/
Uee rights are dealt with compreheneively. The right to use soil is specifically
abrogated with respect to areas where clearance ie forbidden, and all use rights are
subject to regulation by the Waters and Forests Administration. 22/ A distinction is
drawn between commercial and non-commercial exploitation of force: products.

There is a cloce regulation of all agricultural activity in Yali. However the
manpower to supervise clearing, ieeue permite to each individual who wishes to do it, and
enforce the use regulations is rather limited. 12/
Possibly more pro4sitable would have
been to set the tank of cataloguinE existing use practices and demarcating the actual
forested area. 14/
As the law stands, the Waters and Foreste Administration has little
guidance for allowing the exception° it is authorized to make. If it should really
prohibit clearing as strictly as it is empowered to, it could make the erosion problem
worse by preventing the timely return to forest of already cleared land.
To avoid such
pitfalls requires a good knowledge of the extent of forest and uses.
Diversion of
technical manpower to ioeuepermits detracts from the task of Eatherine. such knowledge.
Law no. 63-6",- 17 Feb. 1968, 17 FoolofWaiiic. Leg. No. 4 (1966).
See Rene L. Ambroiee, Rapport au Gouvernement du Vali our la Conservation du
Sol (Rome 1969).
See German Federal Republic, Statistieches Bundesamt, Länderberichte Vali 25
TAIlgemeine Statiotik des Auslands, Wiesbaden 1966).
Compare Law No. 68-8, supra n.1, with Oxford Regional Economic Atlas: Africa 52
(Oxford 1965).
Law No. 68-8, supra n.1, art. 33;
cf. id.rt lq
-German Federal Republic, supra n.3.
Law No. 68-8, supra n.1, arts. 40-47.
S/ Id. arts. 36-36.
Id. art. 5.
12/ TU. arts. 11, 14, 16.
arts. 8-9;
see art. 26.
arts. 28, 30, 32.
Liree Ambroise, supra n.2, at 10.
1.1/ Sec T. Franioie, What Should a Basic Foreut Law Contain? 15 Unasylva 140, 143-46
Uses will be gradually enumerated as land in V:ali ie classified, but the
project is not given individual priority. Cf. Law No. 68-8, supra, n.1, art. 20.

4/

2/

-

11/1Z.

12/n.

7761).

III. NEW

ZEALAND

New Zealand poseesees a combination of a separate law for almost every eituation and
a broad soil conservation and water law. Besides standard enactments covering forestry,
water, and particular land uses, there le aleo a specific statute controlling the use
of agricultural chemicals.
But the New Zealand legielation moat important for soil
coneervation is the Soil Conservation and Rivera Control Act.

2/

2/

The main effect of the soil conservation law is to establish official bodies and to
grant them authority to promote soil conservation on a broad front. A National Water and
Soil Coneervation Authority is reeponsible for naticnal soil and water policy. _31/
It is
given all the powers of previously established subsidiary bodies, but they retain primary
responsibility for their statutory functions. !.1./
In general charge of soil conservation
in a Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council, consisting of delegates from the
national works, lands, agriculture, forests, and treasury offices, plus nominees of the
municipal, countries, drainage and river boarcs, farmers and catchment authorities
aseociations. The council is directed to undertake survsys, investigations, demonstrations
and publicity related to soil conservation and flood control. It should work with
landholders, supervise subsidiary conservation bodies, and coordinate other government
activities relevant to soil conservation and flood control. Both directly and through
subsidiary bodies the Council may make loans and grants with landowners in exchange for
agreements to perform conservation works.
It may also directly construct worke and levy
the cost on benefitted parties. To conduct theoe activities the Council is given broad
authority to engage experts.
/
Under the general eupervision of the Council and the Minister of Works, most soil
conservation work is designed to be undertaken by local districts, established by the
Governor-General on the recommendation of the Council.
Each district is governed by
a Catchment Board consisting of a majority of members elected by the local populace, with
voting weighted by sub-districte according to local circumotancee.
The board is a
corporate body with all appropriate legal capacities. F3/ It is specifically authorized
to appoint salaried officials, levy limited rates for administration, construct works
(with the approval of the Minister of Works and the Council), acquire land by compulsory
purchase, assess the costs of works, and with the approval of the Council enact
regulations for land ase. 2/

6/

2/

2/

Agricultural Chemicals Act (No. 5 of 1959); see Agricultural Chemicals (Insecticides)
Regulations, 27 Jan. 1969; Agricultural Chemicals (Orchards) Regulations, 7 Nov. 1962;
cf. Health Act 1956 (permite regulation of the use of pesticides on food crope);
Festicides Regulations, 8 July 1959 (establishing standarde under the Health Act).
No. 12 of 1941, as amended.
1/ D.G. McGill, Legislation for Water Resources Development, Soil & Wat., March 1968,
at 9, 10.
L;/ water and Coil Coneervation Act § 14 (No. 135 of 1967).
i/ Soil Conservatisn Act, supra n.2, g 3, 10-11.

j Id. § 34; cf.
T. gg 40-41.
y Id. § 40.

§8 351 37.

2/ Id. 35 80, 84-88,

107, 110, 126, 128,

135, 138,

150..51, 152A.

Outside of soil conservation districte, all of New Zealand is declared Catchment
Territory. Here the Council possesses power to do all that Catchment Bow-ds may do in
districts. 12/
The Council may establish Catc.hment Areas in the Catchment Territory to
be managed by Catchment Commissions, 11/ to which the Council may delegate the essential
The primary difference between Boards and
functions of a Catchment Board. 12/
Commissions is that a majority of a Commiseion is appointed by the Council from nominees
With such control over the Commission membership and
of existing local authorities. 12/
powers, the Council may be expected to control policy in the non-district pa.rt of the
country much more closely than in the districts.
A third classification of territory io the soil conservation reserve. It is public
land, either existing or acquired for the purpose on recommendation of the Council. 24/
Specific permission of the Council is required for any exploitation of reserve land.
Animal trespass, mining, and destruction of vegetation are specifically mentioned as
activities to be controlled.
The New Zealand statute is not specific in its division of responsibilities, since
both delegation and revocation of powers are so broadly allowed. But however authority
is exercised in a particular district, ample powers exist for inducing, aiding, compelling,
controlling, and financing soil conservation activities. Among the district administrative
functions, planning is specified so that development of conservation piano may be
16
Both Council
accomplished without special approval of the Council of Ministers.
and Catchment Boards may em ploy experts, so the possibilities of deve opine really
competent advice for land users are fully allowed. The power to make gwants and loans
is confined to the Council, which should restrict the possibilities of abuse of
untrammelled discretion to award such funds. Grant and loan funds are also required to
come from annual appropriations rather than from other income, such as loan repayments,
Thus the law combines the necessary flexibility to
that the Council may have. 12/
assure activity under varying conditions with high level control of expenditure.

7/

12/
21/

11(1)(m), 14(4).
Id. g 13.
23A.
It requires unanimous consent of the local governments in the Area to
delePate all Board powers as such. Id. § 23/LA.
Id. g 13.
Id. § 16.
Id.

22/ 17. 6
13/
14/
12/
16/
11/

Id. §§ 17, 20.
See id.
84.
Id. S8 30-31.

IV.

UNITED STATES

2/

The soil and water connervation programme in the United States has evolved from
many legislative acts.
In 1928 the firut educational attempt was made on erosion prevention. The USDA
A National Eennce" and Congress provided funde under
published a bulletin, "Soil Erosion
the Agricultural Appropriations Bill to: (1) set up ten regional experiment stations for
(2) survey the extent of erosion damage and
measuring the rate of noil and water loesen;
(3) work out methods of oontrol and prevention.
locate the worst areas;

The National Industrial Recovery Act established the Soil Erosion Service in the
Department of Interior in 1933 to utilize Civilian Conservation Corps help in establishing
soil conservation demonstrations on farmlands.
PUblic Law (PL) 74-46 in 1935 created the Soil Conservation Service and utilized the
organization of the then existing Soil Erosion Service of the Department of the Interior.

The purpose of the Law was "to provide permanently for the control and prevention of
soil erosion and thereby to preserve natural resources, control floods, prevent impairment
of reservoirs and maintain navigability of rivers and harbours, protect publio health,
public lands and relieve unemployment, and the Secretary of Agriculture, from new on,
shall coordinate and direct all activitiee with relation to soil erosion."
Thus, the basic purpose of the S.C.S. programme has been to aid in bringing about
physical adjustments in land use and treatment that will conserve natural resourcee,
establish a permanent and balanced agriculture, and reduce the hazards of floods and
sedimentation.
The Flood Control Act of 1936 was the first attempt to treat upstream watersheds as
a flood prevention meaeure. Althoueb 200 plana were partially completed, interest
declined and the projects were dropped during the Second World War.
Also in 1936 a standard Soil Conservation District La w was drawn up to initiate the
concept of local, selfhelp programmes rather than Government action programes. The
Agricultural Coneervation Progranne was eetablished the same year and is now administered
by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service. It provides fundo for cost
eharing in the establiehment of conservntion and environmental enhancement practice with
private landowners. This agency also administered the Cropland Conservation Programme
and the Cropland Adjustment Programme which were intended to encourage the withdrawal of
marginal and generally erodible cropland from intensive cultivation and convert these
lands to long term grans, forage or tree production.

The Case-Wheeler Act of 1 937 included a water utilization programe in the western
states to help farmers and ranchers build up water supplies. In addition, there was a
provieion for irrigation and drainage surveys. The eame year also saw the organization
of the first Soil Conservation District in the United States.
During 1946 the Farmers Home Administration wac established in the US Department of
Aericulture. This Administration provides loans for the establishment of soil and water
connervation practicee on individual farms and makee loans to the local sponsoring
organizatione in FL-566 small watershed projecte.

1/

Prepared by Dele R. Smelcer, Land and Water Development Division, FAO, Rorro.

1952 saw the transfer of all Federal soil survey activities to the Soil Conservation
and in 1953 the Pilot 'Iatershed Programme was started to demonstrate the
benefits of proper watershed treatment. There were originally 63 watersheds selected
Service;

by the Forest Service.

The following actions were initiated in 1954: PL 83-591 (Section 175, Internal
Revenue Code of 1954) permitted farmers to deduct up to 25;f4 of their Eros's income for
operating costs incurred in applying conservation measures. PL 83-597 amended the
water Facilities Act of 1937 to include the remaining states not authorized in the original
act. PL 83-566 The :latershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act authorized the
Secretary of Agriculture to co-operate with states and local agencies in planning and
carrying out works of improvement for soil conservation and other purposes in watersheds
not to exceed 250,000 acres in size. 'iater storage capacity of a single structure was
not to exceed 25,000 ac. ft. The act was amended in August 1956 to provide for:
(1) flood prevention;
(2) agricultural water management;
(3) other purpooes such as:
municipal and industrial water supplies.
It also provided for loans or advancement° to
local oreanizations for their share of project coste.
The purpooe of this act was to
provide for reduction of erosion, flood and water and sediment damagee, and development,
utilization and disposal of water for the preservation of the nation's land and water
resource° on small watersheds. Specific duties of the Soil Conservation Service under
this programme are:
Prepare detailed work plans for each part of the watershed.
Install works of improvement to reduce flood, erosion, and nediment damage on a coot
share basic) with local people.
Accelerate the work of soil conservation measures on the lande in the watershed.
The SCS was also assigned responsibilities for the River Basins Surveys which were
authorized under PL 566 an follows:
Provide the chairman for each Field Advisory Committee.
Make physical appraisals of agricultural and rural water problems and residential
development needs.
Determine development potentials of upstream areas and feasibility of watershed
projects.
Evaluate physical and economical effect° of upstream projects and co-ordinate with
other agency proposale.
Determine treatment needs for non-federal open lands in the basin.

The Food and Agriculture Act of 1962 (Section 102) authorizes the Secretary of
Agriculture to assist in developing and carrying out plane for a programme of land
conservation and utilization. The attempt is to provide for a complete coneervation
programme on complete hydrologic units. Coste share funds are available for community
works of improvement which involve soil and water conservation practices or their
enhancement. Section 401 authorizes the 3CS to provide technical assistance in planning
recreational development° on rural, non-federal lands.
In 1965 the SCS was ansigned leadership in preparing a "Conservation Needs Inventory".
The objective was to determine the number and location of project size watersheds and
evaluate their conservation problema and needs and their potential. This job wae
completed in 1967.

Soil Coneervation Districts

Soil Conservation Districts are created under laws passed in each of the states. None
of them are exactly alike, but all of them are patterned after a standard Soil Conservation
District law developed in 1936 by the Department of Agriculture and several state
representatives.

A District is a legal sub-division of the state in all but two states where it is
an adminietrative arm of the state. Each state has a Soil Conservation Committee, Board
or Commission. Each District is governed by local farmers or michers called supervisors
of which there are usually five.
The broad general scope of the Districts is the control and prevention of erosion and
the conservation of soil and water resources.

area.

A District may be formed on petition of at least 25 landowners in any designated
This petition ic made to the State Soil Conservation Commission, Committee or Board.

A Memorandum of Understanding between a District and the USDA provides for USDA
agencies to make technical assistance available to the District. Each District has its
own programme for which the Soil Conservation Service has no reeponaibility. Neither can
the SCS approve or disapprove the District's programme.
The first SCD was Brown Creek SCD formed in Anson Country, North Carolina in August
Toriay there are over 2,700 Soil Conservation Districts or Soil and Water
Conservation Districts covering 600 million hectsres and over 90 percent of all farms.

1937.

The Soil Conservation Service works only with private landowners in Soil Conservation
Districts. The Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, two agencies
of the Department of Interior, have responsibility for conservation practices on public
range landa and Indian reservations respectively. Conservation practicee in the National
foreste are the responsibility of the US Forest Service of the US Department of
Agriculture.
Research in conservation is the responsibility of the Agricultural Researrh Service
of the USDA; aleo the Extension Service (which is administered through the Land Grant
Colleges and Universities) assists in this area.
Other Federal agencies whicn nave responsibilities for conservation are the Bureau of
Reclamation and the US Army Corp of Engineers. These agencies are generally involved in
large scale projects of water conservation through etorage and river and flood control
works.

V.

VF.ITEZUMA

Approval of the Ministry of
Venezuela has a unitary conservation act. 1/
Agriculture is required for lumbering, clearing, sheep and goat raising, and the
Agriculture is restricted in water supply areas, and is
transportation of timber.
everywhere subject to :4inistry of Agriculture conservation regulations. In addition,
grazing may be controlled.
Technical and financial assiatance is authorized for
Regulations supplement the law. 2/
both soil conservation and reforestation.

2/
1/

1/

A written petition to
The land clearance regulations carry the law to its extreme.
clear, burn, or destroy vegetation must state in full what is to be destroyed and for
what purpose.
Clearances larger than 100 hectares require a technical report from
a recognized professional.
Permission to clear forested or forestable land may be
granted only if previous surveys demonstrate the feasibility of permanent cultivation.
Permits to destroy mediun and high vegetation can be granted only to those without land
or who occupy uneuitable waste land, and then the permission is limited to five hectarea. 21
Lumbering requires written application including a technical report for any size
operation. Those covering more than 5,000 hectares must also have a ple'n of management
The distinction between
which is subject to Ministry approval and mat be followed. 12/
lumbering and clearing for cultivation seems reasonable, but the basic requirement of a
written petition for clearing permission seams unlikey to be fulfilled by people
ft
practising shiing
cultivation in the highlands. 11
Grazing control is placed on a
more tentative basis pending studies. 12/

6/

7/

2/

The cropland conservation regulations are extremely detaSled.
The Ministry can
establish variations based on technical factors, 11/ but otherwise epecific practices
are prescribed. Land ia categorized both by use and by conservation practices, but in
effect the conservation practices control. Cultivation perpendicular to the contour is
absolutely forbidden. 1/ Up to a slope of fifteen percent, there are no other
restrictions. Between fifteen ana thirtyh-five peroent either terracee or oclour strips
must be amployed. The strips are to be uncultivated cover, ranging up to 3.5 meters wide
and at intervalo of ten meters on elopes above twenty-five percent. Above thirty-five
percent only special crops such as coffee and fruit may be grown, and terraces and other
measures are required. Pasturing ia also permitted under practicea to be established.
Similarly, the linietry may establisn practices ror uses of land steeper tnan
percent. 12/

rirty

1/
2/
1/
4/

/

2/

Forestry, Soils, and Water Law 1965, 15 Food & Agric. Leg. No. 3 (1966).
Id. arta. 7, 38, 79-81.
71. arts. 17-21, 37, 82-841 86.
Id. arts. 41, 86.
Reglamento de la Ley Forestal de Suelos y de Aguan, Decreto No. 1.333, 11 Feb. 1969.
Id. art. 63.
ya. art. 64.

T. art. 66.

317

art. 69.
arts. 108, 114, 122, 123, 128, 130.
generally Coneerv. Fdn. & Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., Soil F.:rosion Survey
of Latin America (Part 2), 9 J. Soil & :lat. Conserv. 158, 214, at 215 (1954).
Decreto No. 1.333, supra n.5, arte. 76-78.
Id. art. 186.
Ta. art. 187.
arto. 180-88.

22/ ra.
12/ See
11(

21
1.4/

12/ T.

VI.

ZAMBIA

Zambia has enacted a single statute under which all natural resources may be
governed.
A Natural Resources Advisory !loard is established for general coordination
and advice, but the Minister of Lands and Natural Resources is given actual authority in
most matters.
The Minister may order a land occupier to do what seems neceseary for
the conservation of natural resources, defined au soil, water, flora, fauna and other

1/

2/

resources as the Miniater may determine. y The conservation orders may relate to
land use, the coastruction And maintenance of worke, methods of cultivation or stocktending, a variety of water protection measures, care and exploitation of trees, and
fire. .4/
In Wdition, specific provisions give the Minister authority to order stock
reductions (but only with the consent of the President),
and, on the request of half
the occupiera of E. district, to establish Fire Authorities which directly control

2/

6/

burning.
Pres,rtably the specifications of power, with their limitationa, limit the
general grant of authority.

The apparent hQart of the soil conservation scheme in Zambia is the Conservation Plan.
Upon application of half the occupiers of an irea, or upon the recommendation of the
Natural Resources Advisory Board, the Miniater rukf designate a "conservation planning area."
In such an area the Minister has dominant responsibility for devising a conservation
plan, permissibly of broad ncope, which becomes binding on all land in the area.
The
Minister is directed to commit as far as possible with affected land users in devising the
plan. 2/
There is provision for appeal ta the Board, which may modify the plan, but the
Minister retains the power of final approval. 1g/ The Minister may cancel all or part
of a plan on hia own authority, but other modi-1ications require expopure to the appeals
procedure as with original plans. 11/
The Conservation Plan may govern land use, land
consolidation, soil erosion, prevention works, stock limitation, control of burning and,
"the organization, systemization and control of indigsnous shifting cultivation." 12/

2/

8/

There is no proviaion in the Zambian etatute for technical assistance, but the
Minister does have authority to perforo worka himself and bear the cost to the extent that
he determines the public benefita from the works. Another apportionment provision directs
the Minister to assess costs for publicly constructed worke if it would be "just." 11/
Where a gap exists between public benefit and justice, no formula is given. Une solution
lies in the Minister's authority to apportion costa between the land occupier and others
having interest in the land. 14
But that may not encompass the situation where one
or a few neighbours benefitted rom work on a plot. If, for example, land normally floodnd
is protected by an upatream dam which benefits no other area the public benefit as well as
the value to the upstream landowner, may be rather limited. How such a problem will be
solved remains to be neen in the administration of the law.

/

2/

1/
A/

Natural 4gacurces Conservation Act (No.
Cf. Id. SS 4, 9.
T. TIT 2, 13(1).
Id. § 13(3).
g

23.

26-30.
eId.
Id. g 41.
Id.

dd

ya. §§ 42, 48.
§ 45.

21

Id.

/1/
/2/

Id. gg 51-52.
Id. d 42 (schedule).

/2/ TI. dd 46-47.1
13/
/A/

Compare id. § 15 with H. g§ 13(6)(7).
Id.

lb 13(13), 1377.--

-

53 of 1970).
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Legielative Materials

The Legislative references are not uniformly presented because of the variety of ways
they are available to FAO. Generally, where material is available in English, its
English title will be given. Otherwise it will be cited in the languaee in which it was
encountered.
Country names will be given only in English. Subdivisions are alphabetized
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